
 
MG 599 – The Walter Slipchenko fonds 
 
Dates: 1930-2010 (inclusive); 1970-1995 (predominant). 
 
Extent: 5.28 m of textual records, library, 1,304 slides, 231 photographs, 10 internegs, 1 disc; website. 
 
Biographical Note:  Walter Slipchenko was born in Winnipeg in 1934 and grew up in that city. He 
attended the Canadian Military College at Royal Roads, Victoria, BC, and the Royal Military College 
(RMC), Kingston, ON, becoming an officer in the Royal Canadian Engineers. Upon leaving the military, he 
graduated from the University of Manitoba with a Masters in Arts in 1966 before joining the federal 
public service in Ottawa. Walter had a distinguished 35-year career in the public service within the 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND) and the Government of Northwest 
Territories, focused on Aboriginal affairs and Canada's circumpolar relations. He was instrumental in 
developing Canada's cooperation with other circumpolar states, and nurturing agreements with Russia 
on the Arctic. Moreover, apart from his bilateral engagement, at the multilateral level he was involved in 
supporting former Ambassador Mary Simon's leadership in the establishment of the Arctic Council in 
1996, and served as Executive Director of the Arctic Council Secretariat during Canada's chairmanship in 
1996-1998.  He was unwavering in his support of Indigenous peoples throughout the circumpolar world. 
Walter Slipchenko died in 2016. [Sources: obituary, and material supplied by Andrew Slipchenko and 
Harald Finkler]. 
 
Scope and Content: This fonds contains materials created or accumulated by Walter Slipchenko during 
his career and during research for his definitive report, Canada's Arctic Cooperation with the Soviet 
Union and Russia, 1965-2000.   The documentation is comprehensive, covering a number of subjects and 
organizations, and provides a valuable record of circumpolar life across several nations.  In addition to 
the physical items, it includes a website, www.walterslipchenko.com which provides further information 
on the scope of the report and the development of international, circumpolar relationships. 

 
Arrangement: The basic structure provided by the donor has been maintained.  The fonds is organized 
into the following 6 series: 
I. Images: Slides and Photographs 
 .1 Images not taken by Schuurman 
 .2 Schuurman Collection of Circumpolar Images 
 .3 Series G 
 .4 Circumpolar Images from Other Sources 
 .5 Circumpolar Display 
 .6 Photograph Albums 
 
II. Maps 
III. Periodicals, Pamphlets and Occasional Publications 
IV. Reports 
 .1 Unbound [includes articles, correspondence, etc] 
 .2 Bound 
V. Books [in English] 
VI. Books [in Russian] 
 
 

http://www.walterslipchenko.com/
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Custodial History: The materials were inventoried by Harald Finkler and Andrew Slipchenko following 
Walter Slipchenko’s death. 
 
Restrictions: there are no restrictions on access. 
 
Related material: see also MG 621: Harald Finkler fonds; MG 146: Walter Kupsch fonds; MG 299: Denis 
St. Onge fonds; MG 216: RW Williamson fonds; RG 2100: Institute for Northern Studies fonds 
 
Notes: 

Title based on provenance. 

Donated to the University Archives & Special Collections by Andrew Slipchenko, 2017. 

No further accruals are expected. 

Guide prepared by Cheryl Avery, 2017; based on material supplied by Andrew Slipchenko and Harald 

Finkler.  
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Box 1 

Series I: Images: Slides and Photographs. – 1, 289 slides, 231 photographs, 10 internegs, 

textual records. 

The majority of these images were believed to have been compiled by H. Schuurman, Research Officer, 
Northern Science Research Group (DIAND), comprising his images along with those of others under his 
authority during the 1960s and 1970s.   
 
However, for many of the images, no information was available regarding the photographer or much 
detail about the location, nor the date the image was taken. This was compounded by the absence of a 
master list, no doubt lost during one of the many moves and reorganizations of the group.  This was 
particularly problematic given the mix of images along with unrecognizable coding / classification for 
each image.  Original box numbers have been retained in the title field.  
 
Nonetheless, these images provide a unique historical visual record of the circumpolar world and its 
peoples during the 1960s and 1970s. The list included with the images for the Circumpolar Display may 
provide additional detail.  

 
 
.1 Images not Taken by H. Schuurman – June and September, 1976. - 489 slides. 

 
On the basis of our assessment of the contents, labeled as the Schuurman Collection, it appears 
that the images in 16 slide boxes identified below were not taken by H. Schuurman.  Moreover, 
other than the Iceland photos, neither the photographer nor the location were identified, 
though in regard to the latter, some possibilities were suggested.  
 

1. Reykjavik, Iceland [Box 1]. - September 1976. – 36 slides. 
Photographer:  believed to be Cathy MacNaught.   
I/1 – 1-1: city and water 
I/1 – 1-2: city 
I/1 – 1-3: city streets 
I/1 – 1-4: city streets 
I/1 – 1-5: city streets 
I/1 – 1-6: city 
I/1 – 1-7: city; water 
I/2 – 1-8: street-level view 
I/3 – 1-9: view of white building with red roof; other buildings in background* 
I/4 – 1-10: street view with signs 
I/5 – 1-11: city buildings; bus 
I/6 – 1-12: street view 
I/6 – 1-13: people seated on park benches 
I/7 – 1-14: street leading to church 
I/8 – 1-15: view looking down on building, cars, bus 
I/9 – 1-16: view of [National Centre for Cultural Heritage] 
I/9 – 1-17: view of [National Centre for Cultural Heritage] 
I/10 – 1-18: street scene – car passing by [mural] 
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I/11 – 1-19: corner of building with shop window 
I/12 – 1-20: view looking toward [harbour] 
I/13 – 1-21: street scene; corner; car parked; people walking 
I/14 – 1-22: street scene; car parked 
I/14 – 1-23: street and apartment complex 
I/14 – 1-24: street scene with traffic, people 
I/14 – 1-25: street scene; people walking 
I/14 – 1-26: people on street 
I/15 – 1-27: person walking on road; [suburbs] 
I/16 – 1-28: university 
I/17 – 1-29: large building 
I/18 – 1-30: white building with steeple-like roof; arched windows 
I/19 – 1-31: close-up of wooden door 
I/20 – 1-32: smoked lamb’s heads for sale in grocery window 
I/21 – 1-33: fruits and vegetables for sale 
I/22 – 1-34: postal truck 
I/23 – 1-35: street scene 
I/23 – 1-36: street scene – evening. 

 
2. Reykjavik, Iceland [Box 2]. - September 1976. – 36 slides. 

Photographer:  believed to be Cathy MacNaught.   
I/23 – 1-37: Hallgrimskirkja Church – main tower. 
I/24 – 1-38: Hallgrimskirkja Church – main tower 
I/25 – 1-39: Hallgrimskirkja – side view with Lief Eriksson statue 
I-26 – 1-40: Hallgrimskirkja Church* 
I-27 – 1-41: interior arched windows 

 I-27: 1-42: interior 
 I-27 – 1-43: interior, bell tower 
 I-28 – 1-44: building 
 I-28 – 1-45: unidentified building 
 I-28 – 1-46: close-up of entranceway, door [church] 
 I-28 – 1-47: interior, church 
 I-28 – 1-48: interior, church 
 I-29 – 1-49: statue of Ingólfur Arnason 
 I-29 – 1-50: statue of Ingólfur Arnason 
 I-30 – 1-51: statue/fountain 
 I-31 – 1-52: unidentified statue seen through trees 
 I-31 – 1-53: park, trees, statue 
 I-32 – 1-54: flowers 
 I-33 – 1-55: statue [horse herd] 
 I-34 – 1-56: statue 
 I-35 – 1-57: view looking toward the city from harbour 
 I-35 – 1-58: duck 
 I-36 – 1-59: fountain* 
 I-36 – 1-60: fountain 
 I-37 – 1-61: fountain 
 I-37 – 1-62: view through bushes, etc. toward fountain 
 I-38 – 1-63: modern buildings with view toward water 
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 I-39 – 1-64: container crates 
 I-40 – 1-65: two ships in harbour; two children 
 I-40 – 1-66: ship 
 I-40 – 1-67: ship 
 I-40 – 1-68: ship 
 I-40 – 1-69: ship 
 I-40 – 1-70: small boats  
 I-40 – 1-71: ships in distance 
 I-40 – 1-72: ships, harbour, city 
 

3. Iceland (exact location unknown) [Box 3]. - September 1976. – 36 slides. 
Photographer:  believed to be Cathy MacNaught  
I-40 – 1-73: rocky coastline 
I-40 – 1-74: ships, harbour 
I-40 – 1-75: town, harbour 
I-40 – 1-76: [lighthouse] on pier 
I-40 – 1-77: ships, harbour at night 
I-40 – 1-78: sunset looking across water toward city 
I-40 – 1-79: harbour scene 
I-40 – 1-80: sunset, boats 
I-40 – 1-81: silhouette of ships 
I-41 – 1-82: children on pier 
I-42 – 1-83: puffin [taxidermy - museum] 
I-43 – 1-84: falcon [taxidermy - museum] 
I-43 – 1-85: falcon [taxidermy - museum] 
I-43 – 1-86: bird [taxidermy - museum] 
I-43 – 1-87: bird [taxidermy - museum] 
I-43 – 1-88: bird [taxidermy - museum] 
I-43 – 1-89: gyrfalcon [taxidermy - museum] 
I-44 – 1-90: rock samples, museum 
I-44 – 1-91: rock samples, museum 
I-44 – 1-92: rock samples, museum 
I-44 – 1-93: rock samples, museum 
I-45 – 1-94: road; hills in distance 
I-45 -1-95: mountains 
I-45 – 1-96: hills in distance 
I-46 – 1-97: road, [sheep] 
I-46 – 1-98: scenic landscape; sheep 
I-46 – 1-99: scenic landscape; sheep 
I-47 – 1-100: scenic landscape 
I-47 – 1-101: scenic landscape, [farm] 
I-47 – 1-102: scenic; mountainous landscape 
I-48 – 1-103: scenic landscape 
I-48 – 1-104: scenic landscape, [farm] 
I-49 – 1-105: [farm] 
I-50 – 1-106: buildings, mountains 
I-50 – 1-107: scenic 
I-50 – 1-108: house 
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4. Iceland (exact location unknown) [Box 5]. - September 1976. – 33 slides. 
Photographer:  believed to be Cathy MacNaught.   
I-58 – 2-1: scenic; with stream 
I-58 – 2-2: scenic; mountain stream 
I-58 – 2-3: Seljalandsfoss waterfall 
I-58 – 2-4: Seljalandsfoss waterfall 
I-58 – 2-5: waterfall 
I-58 – 2-6: waterfall 
I-58 – 2-7: mountains, house, waterfall 
I-58 – 2-8: waterfall 
I-59 – 2-9: scenic, mountains 
I-59 – 2-10: scenic; mountains 
I-60 – 2-11: road, trees, modern building 
I-61 – 2-12: rocky mountain stream 
I-62 – 2-13: river 
I-63 – 2-14: low cloud, mountain; [glacier?] 
I-63 – 2-15: low cloud, mountain; [glacier?] 
I-63 – 2-16: low cloud, mountain; [glacier?] 
I-64 – 2-17: [glacier?] 
I-65 – 2-19: scenic; mountains 
I-66 – 2-20: scenic; lake and mountains* 
I-66 – 2-21: scenic; lake and mountains* 
I-67 – 2-22: scenic; rocky [mountainside] 
I-67 – 2-23: scenic; mountains 
I-68 – 2-24: silhouette of mountainside 
I-69 – 2-25: water; mountains 
I-70 – 2-26: scenic; water and mountains 
I-71 – 2-27: scenic; water; mountains in distance 
I-71 – 2-28: scenic landscape 
I-71 – 2-29: rocky shoreline, mountain stream 
I=71 – 2-30: scenic 
I-71 – 2-31: scenic; water and clouds* 
I-72 – 2-32: rocks  
I-73 – 2-33: scenic 
I-74: 2-34: scenic 

 
5. Iceland (exact location unknown) [Box 6]. - September 1976. – 36 slides. 

Photographer:  believed to be Cathy MacNaught. 
Scenic: many of glaciers; mountain streams; some of bushes and growth; growth following 
volcanic eruption [2-70]. 

 
6. Skaftafellsjokull / Morsaijokull, Iceland [Box 7]. - September 1976. – 36 slides. 

Photographer:  Cathy MacNaught. 
Scenic; many images of Skaftafellsjokull glacier.  Skaftafell is part of a national park system, 
joined with Vatnajokul National Park (2008).  

 
7. Svartifoss, Iceland [Box 8]. - September 1976. – 24 slides. 

  Photographer: Cathy MacNaught. 
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I-119 – 2-107 is of Svartifoss [the waterfall]; the first 13 slides are all scenic (2-110: sheep; 2-119: 
rainbow); the remaining 11 slides are of ships and harbour scenes (2-129: Volkswagen beetle 
being loaded onto ship). 

 
8. Westmanneyjar / Hemaey, Iceland [Box 9]. - September 1976. – 35 slides. 

Photographer:  Cathy MacNaught. 
Vestmannaeyjar, or the Westman Islands, are an archipelago off the south coast of Iceland, 
formed by underwater volcanic eruptions.  The largest of these islands is Heimaey. 

 I-125 – 3-1: interior of ferry – tables and windows 
 I-126 – 3-2: sunlight on water 
 I-126 – 3-3: low cloud covering mountains; as seen from on board ferry 
 I-126 – 3-4: icebergs as seen from on board ferry 
 I-126 – 3-5: low cloud covering mountains; as seen from on board ferry 
 I-126 – 3-6: cloud, singular rock pillar, mountains; as seen from on board ferry 
 I-126 – 3-7: cloud, mountains from on board ferry 
 I-126 – 3-8: cloud, rock pillar as seen from on board ferry 
 I-126 – 3-9: sun through low cloud or fog; rock pillar as seen from on board ferry* 
 I-126 – 3-10: sun through low cloud or fog; rock pillars as seen from ferry* 
 I-126 – 3-11: steep cliff edge as seen from ferry 
 I-126 – 3-12: steep cliff edges, as seen from ferry 
 I-126 – 3-13: islands; rock pillars; low cloud 
 I-128 – 3-15: harbour 
 I-128 – 3-16: ships; harbor 
 I-128 – 3-18: ship in harbor 
 I-128 – 3-18: ships in harbor 
 I-128 – 3-19: men onboard ship 
 I-129 – 3-20: steep cliff of island 
 I-130 – 3-21: boats in harbor at Hemaey 
 I-131 – 3-22: inlet between islands; rocky coast* 
 I-132 – 3-23: [catch of fish] 
 I-132 – 3-24: [catch of fish] 
 I-132 – 3-25: dead fish [by pier?] 
 I-133 – 3-26: house 
 I-134 – 3-27: house 
 I-134 – 3-28: wooden structures; near grassy hillside 
 I-134 – 3-29: houses by sheer grassy cliff 
 I-134 – 3-30: houses 
 I-135 – 3-31: stone/concrete window opening 
 I-136 – 3-32: house or building under grassy Cliffside 
 I-137 – 3-33: house 
 I-137 – 3-34: house; Cliffside 
 I-137 – 3-35: house; partially under Cliffside 
 I-138 – 3-36: houses 

 
9. Eastern Arctic (Frobisher Bay?) [Box 10a]. - June 1976. - 26 slides. 

[Iqualuit, Nunavut]. Photographer unknown. 
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Note: some of these slides were not numbered; including group photos taken on the tarmac; 
some individuals; images of the plane; some images of town.  13 numbered slides are 
predominantly of the town or specific buildings. 

 
10. Eastern Arctic (Frobisher Bay?) [Box 10b]. - June 1976. – 16 slides. 

[Iqualuit, Nunavut]. Photographer unknown. Note: where duplicate slides existed between box 
10b, 11, and 12, duplicates have been placed in those files containing the original slide. 
C2-4 – (11-4) CI-2: settlement; winter 
C4-16 – (11-18) CI-3: view of settlement 
C4-17 – (11-19) CI-4: aerial; [landing strip] – see also below, box 11 
C6-34 – (11-57) CI-5: modern buildings 
C6-36 – (11-60) CI-6: modern buildings 
C6-39 – (11-64) CI-7: two-storey modern building 
C6-41 – (11-66) CI-8: house 
C6-41 – (11-66) CI-8: house with fir tree 
C4-45 – (11-70) CI-9: white building on rocks 
C4-45 – (11-71) CI-9: white building on rocks 
C4-45/2 – (11-71) CI-9: Canadian flag flying near white structure (see also below, box 12) 

 C4-46 – N, A (11-82) CI-15: modern buildings dwarfed at the bottom of a cliff 
 C4-46 – N, A (11-83) CI-15: modern buildings, cliff or hill; snow  
 C4-48 – (11-95) CI-16: interior; windows and tables 
 C4-48/2 – (11-95) CI-16: interior; windows and tables 
 C4-50 – V (11-97) CI-17: wooden building; water, mountains in distance  
 C4-52 – (11-101) CI-18: modern [temporary?] buildings; snow on mountain/hillside  
 

11. [Eastern Arctic] Whitehorse; Frobisher Bay (?), Resolute [Box 11]. - June 1976. – 36 slides. 
[Iqualuit, Resolute Nunavut]. Photographer unknown. 
C14-1, A – 11-1: aerial; plane engine visible 
C14 -2, A – 11-2: aerial 
C2-3, M – 11-3: plane on tarmac at Resolute airport; people heading into hangar 
C2-4, O – 11-4: town; heavy snow 
C2-5, O – 11-5: buildings; snow drifts 
C2-6, M-K – 11-6: [construction] sheds 
C2-6, M-K – 11-7: main entrance to Pan Arctic Oils building; territorial and Canadian 

flags flying 
 C2-6, M-K – 11-8: interior; sections of pipeline 
 C5-7, V – 11-9: people walking in front of [firehall] 
 C5-8, M – 11-10: railway station; train tracks 
 C5-9, M – 11-11: railway tracks; looking toward buildings; mountains in distance 
 C5-10, V – 11-12: houses, city streets; child and dog 
 C5-11, M – 11-13: sign outside Whitehorse airport 
 C5-12, M – 11-14: near airport; traffic control tower visible; mountains in background 
 C5-13, M – 11-15: plane on tarmac; mountains in background; traffic control tower 
 C5-15, M – 11-17: planes on tarmac 
 C4-16, L – 11-18: [structures] 
 C4-17, N – 11-19: aerial view; [landing strip visible] – see also above, box 10b 
 C4-18, F – 11-20: interior view; people [at work] 
 C4-18, F – 11-21: interior; two women at [looms, weaving] 
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 C4-18, F – 11-22: interior; woman working on [loom] 
 C4-18, F – 11-23: interior; women working at [looms] 
 C4-19, Q – 11-24: interior, church; altar 
 C4-19, Q – 11-25: interior, church; looking toward altar 
 C4-19, Q – 11-26: interior, church 
 C4-19, Q – 11-27: interior; people at front of church 
 C4-20, V – 11-28: modern buildings; Canadian flag flying 
 C4-21, V – 11-29: modern buildings 
 C4-22, Q – 11-30: spire on building; modern [apartment] complex in background 
 C4-23, M – 11-31: airport waiting room 
 C4-24, V – 11-32: interior; group of men standing near table 
 C4-24, V – 11-33: interior; men standing near table 
 C4-24, V – 11-34: interior; two men standing; another is behind a counter 
 C4-24, V – 11-35: interior; group of people 
 C4-25, M – 11-36: people on tarmac, ready to board plane 
 

12. [Eastern Arctic] Frobisher Bay [Box 12]. -  June 1976. – 36 slides. 
Iqualuit, Nunavut. Photographer unknown. 
C4-26, O – 11-37: modern buildings 
C4-27, N – 11-38: aerial view; landscape 
C4-27, N – 11-39: aerial view; landscape 
C4-27, N – 11-40: aerial view; landscape 
C4-27, N – 11-41: aerial view; landscape and settlement 
C6-28, M – 11-42: two people walking toward planes on snow-covered tarmac 
C6-29, M-V – 11-43: road and buildings 
C6-30, F – 11-44: interior; women around table, [sewing] 
C6-30, F – 11-45: interior; women around table, [sewing] 
C6-30, F – 11-46: interior; women [sewing coats?] 
C6-30, F – 11-47: woman seated at sewing machine; shelves of thread 
C6-30, F – 11-48: woman working at table; [coats] on garment rack 
C6-30, F – 11-44: woman examining sleeve of [coat] 
C6-30, F – 11-50: people examining furs 
C6-31, O – 11-51: modern building; fir trees 
C6-32, O – 11-52: modern buildings 
C6-32, O – 11-53: modern buildings 
C6-32, O – 11-54: modern buildings; car parked outside 
C6-33, O – 11-55: modern buildings 
C6-34, O – 11-56: row of townhouses; car parked outside 
C6-34, O – 11-57: row of townhouses 
C6-35, O – 11-58: row of townhouses 
C6-35, O – 11-59: duplex 
C6-36, O – 11-60: modern duplexes 
C6-36, O – 11-61: modern buildings 
C6-37, O – 11-62: modern duplex 
C6-38, O – 11-63: single house 
C6-39, O – 11-64: single red house 
C6-40, T – 11-65: person walking near “do not enter”/stop sign; in front of large building 
C6-41, O – 11-66: buildings [on stilts?] 
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C6-42, V – 11-67: business;  
C6-43, O – 11-68: quonset-shaped house (with round roof) 
C6-44, U – 11-69: [log house in construction?] 
C4-45, U-V – 11-70: white structure; see also above, box 10b 
C4-45, U-V - 11-71: white structure (3 copies) 
C4-45, U-V - 11-72: detail near entrance to white structure 
 

13. Eastern Arctic (?) [Box 13]. - June 1976. – 33 slides. 
[Nunavut]. Photographer unknown. 
C4-45, U-V - 11-73: detail near entrance to white structure 
C4-45, U-V - 11-74: view looking out window 
C4-45, U-V – 11-75: [interior detail] 
C4-45 – U,V  - 11-76: interior – images on wall 
C4-46 – N,A – 11-77: mountains, snow; [frozen water?] 
C4-46 – N, A - 11-78: snowmobile pulling large, packed sled; snow; mountains in 

distance  
 C4-46 – N,A – 11-79: mountains, snow; [frozen water?] – see also below, 11-91 
 C4-46 - N, A – 11-80: houses; backdrop of hills; snow 
 C4-46 - N, A – 11-81: houses; backdrop of hills; snow 
 C4-46 – N, A – 11-84: houses against backdrop of hills; snow  
 C4-46 – N, A – 11-85: buildings 
 C4-46 – N, A – 11-86: some buildings; primarily landscape of mountain, snow 
 C4-46 – N, A – 11-87: snowmobile against backdrop of mountain, snow 
 C4-46 – N, A – 11-88: snowy, mountainous landscape 
 C4-46 – N, A – 11-89: snowy landscape 
 C4-46 – N, A – 11-90: snowy landscape; mountain 
 C4-46 – N, A – 11-91: similar to 11-79 above 
 C4-46 - N, A – 11-92: snowy landscape 
 C4-46 – N, A – 11-93: snowy landscape 
 C4-47 – V – 11-94: logo on vehicle door [municipality of Pangnirtung] 
 C4-48 - V – 11-95: interior; room with tables, windows 
 C4-49 – O – 11-96: buildings on edge of water; mountains in background 
 C4-51 – O, V – 11-98: single building; road 
 C4-51 – O, V – 11-99: single building 
 C4-51 – O, V – 11-100: single building (house); sign in front 
 C4-52 – O – 11-101: buildings against snowy mountain 
 C4-53 – 11-102: aerial view, mountains, snow 
 C4-54 – A – 11-103: aerial view, mountains, snow; part of plane visible 
 C4-54 – A – 11-104: low cloud, mountains 
 C4-54 – A – 11-105: low cloud, mountain 
 C4-54 – A – 11-106: aerial view, mountain* 
 C4-55 – A – 11-107: aerial view out of plane window 
 C4-56 – 11-108: interior; group of people; band 
 

14. Eastern Arctic (?) [Box 14]. - June 1976. – 22 slides. 
[Nunavut]. Photographer unknown. 
11 slides of event (numerous people, indoors); 8 scenic images (see in particular, 11-126*); two 
slides of unidentified man in car; 1 image of sign for Dawson City. 
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15. Dawson, Yukon (?) [Box 15]. - June 1976. – 37 slides. 

 Photographer unknown. 
I-127 – 3-14: island sign 
11 slides of townsite: houses, churches; [Robert] Service’s cabin; 4 slides of train engines; 3 
slides of log cabin; 17 images of townsite: businesses, including Flora Dora Food Mart; Flora 
Dora Hotel; Dawson Artscraft; Gaslight Follies; houses; derelict buildings; Yukon Hotel; Masonic 
Temple; library; one image of ship. 
 

16. Dawson, Yukon (?) [Box 16]. - June 1976. – 11 slides. 
Photographer unknown. 
2 images of plane, helicopter on runway; 9 images of buildings: businesses, homes; 1 image of 
two people seated in front of large indoor mural. 

 
 

.2 The Schuurman Collection of Circumpolar Images. – [ca. 1960s-1970s]. – 618 slides. 
Images taken by Hubert Schuurman et al. 

 
1. Igloo Building / Igloos near Igloolik/ Igloolik, Igloo Structures [Box 17a and Box 17b]. – 1965. – 

28 slides [+14 duplicates]. 
 C 105 – 12-65: group of people; several igloos [in process?] 
 C106 – 12-66: numerous people cutting snow blocks 
 C106 – 12-67: numerous people cutting snow blocks 
 C106 – 12-68: man handing snow block to another, inside igloo (centre block) 
 C106 – 12-69: [family] outside igloos. - 2 copies. 
 C106 – 12-70: back of person [near entrance to igloo?] 
 C106 – 12-71: three people smoothing outside of igloo 
 C106 – 12-73: igloo seen from a distance; 
 C106 – 12-74: [indentations where blocks have been removed]; man carrying block. – 2 

copies. 
 C7106 – 12-75: four igloos; dog. – 2 copies. 
 C7106 – 12-76: [igloo entrance from interior?]. – 2 copies. 
 C106 – 12-77: man inside igloo; with saw; head visible where top block yet to be placed 
 C106 – 12-78: man; blocks of snow 
 C107 – 12-79: two children [unidentified] in fur parkas 
 C107 0 12-80: unidentified female in fur parka. – 3 copies. 
 C107 – 12-81: unidentified man in fur parka 
 C107 – 12-82: unidentified child 
 C7107 – 12-83: unidentified woman with child; igloos and other buildings in background 
 C108 – 12-84: several unidentified people inside dwelling. - 2 copies. 
 C108 – 12-85: two people inside dwelling – 2 copies; one horizontal, one vertical 
 C109 – 12-86: people with dogsleds 
 C109 – 12-87: people with dogsleds. – 2 copies. 
 C110 – 12-88: people with dogsled. – 2 copies. 
 C110 – 12-89: people with dogsled. – 2 copies 
 C101 – 12-55: people with dogsled. 

C101-1257: people with dogsled. 
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C111 – 12-90: interior of house with family. 
C133 – 12-129: [objects on horizon] 

 
2. Igloolik (General) [Box 18]. - 1964-1965, 1970. – 22 slides. 

Nunavut. Includes a few images of Iqaluit [Frobisher Bay], 1970. 
C112 – 12-91: church [see also below, Igloolik – Easter Games] 
C113 – 12-93: [dwelling] 
C114 – 12-95: man with sled [waiting by seal airhole] 
C115 – 12-96: two men loading meat 
C116 – 12-97: two women, four children 
C117 – 12-98: man working on sled 
C118 – 12-99: man with kayak looking towards water 
C119 – 12-100: family seated on sled; dogs resting 
C120 – 12-101: woman with two children 
C121 – 12-102: dogs pulling [?] over [ice] 
C124 – 12-105: landscape; [snow blower?] 
C124 – 12-106: landscape; [snow blower?] 
C124 – 12-107: [snow blower – in settlement] 
C124 – 12-108: [snow blower – in settlement] 
C124 – 12-109: [snow blower – in settlement] 
C124 – 12:110: landscape: settlement 
C125 – 12-111: [housing/building]; dogs 
C125 – 12-112: [housing/building]; dogs and men 
C126 – 12-114: three men; vehicles 
C122 – 12-103: [objects on horizon] 
C123 – 12-104: aerial looking at [whales]  

 
3. Arctic Transportation [ Box 19]. – [ca. 1960s]. – 10 slides. 

 C126 – 12-116: vehicle for ice / snow 
 C7126 – 12-117: vehicle for ice / snow; buildings 
 C7126 – 12-118: vehicle for ice / snow; buildings 
 C126 – 12-119: vehicle for ice / snow; on land 
 C126 – 12-120: vehicle for ice / snow; in distance; on land 
 C127 – 12-121: boats, ice in water 
 C128 – 12-122: view of river 
 C131 – 12-125: men moving boats at edge of water 
 C133 – 12-129: objects on horizon 
 C133 – 12-130 [settlement?] 
 

4. Housing in Cape Dorset and Frobisher Bay [Box 20]. – [ca. 1960d], 1971. – 9 slides. 
 C4141 – 13-8: high-rise buildings; summer 
 C4142 – 13-9: high-rise building; [dogs]; winter 
 C4143 – 13-10: three high-rise buildings; temporary structures; winter 
 C4144 – 13-11: high-rise buildings; summer; Frobisher Bay, 1971. 
 C4145 – 13-12: corner of modern building against sky; summer, Frobisher Bay, 1971. 
 C4146 – 13-13: [multiple housing units]; some people; winter. 
 C4147 – 13-14: people in front of [multiple housing units]; winter. 
 C4148 – 13-15: people; housing units; winter. 
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 C7154 – 13-21: view looking down on housing units/temporary buildings; winter. 
 

5. Igloolik: Easter games / Interior of Church [Box 21]. – [ca. 1960s]. – 19 slides. 
 C112 – 12-92: people leaving church. 
 C163 – 13-32: several dogs, sleds, people. 
 C163 – 13-33: several dogs, sleds, people. 
 C163 – 13-34: people with sleds; dog teams. 
 C163 – 13-35: people gathering by wing of airplane – looking toward horizon. 
 C163 – 13-36: people gathering by wing of airplane – looking toward horizon. 
 C163 - 13-37: crowd; others on horizon. 
 C163 – 13-38: dog teams, sleds arriving near wing of airplane. 
 C163 – 13-39: snowmobiles, people gathering in front of airplane. 
 C164 – 13-44: tip of airplane wing, snow-covered ground. 
 C164 – 13-46: propeller; [settlement?] on ground below. 
 C164 – 13-47: airplane wing; [tundra] below. 
 C7164 – 13-48: sunset; rivers, water from above 
 C165 – 13-49: vehicle tracks in snow; dwelling. 
 C166 – 13-50: aerial view of [snow-covered dwellings; rock formations? 

C4168 – 13-52: modern prefabricated buildings; vehicle tracks in snow 
C169 – 13-55: interior, church 
C169 – 13-57: interior, church: alter. 
C169 – 13-59: interior, church: alter. 

 
6. Housing in Various Northern Settlements [Box 22]. – [ca.1960s]. – 22 slides. 

 C170 – 13-60: young children, [adult]. 
 C175 – 13-65: [prefabricated] modern [wood] building. 
 C176 – 13-66: modern building [dwelling] 
 C178 – 13-68: four modern dwellings. 
 C179 – 13-69: settlement several modern dwellings; winter. 
 C177 – 13-67: settlement; several modern dwellings; summer. 
 C180 – 13-70: settlement; several modern dwellings; spring. 
 C181 – 13-71: sled, snowmobile in front of modern dwellings. 
 C182 – 13-72: children at play; dwellings in background. 
 C183 – 13-73: prefabricated dwellings; winter. 
 C184 – 13-74: prefabricated dwellings; sun setting. 
 C185 – 13-75: prefabricated dwellings: winter. 
 C186 – 13-76: settlement; buildings covered in snow. 
 C187 – 13-77: settlement; buildings covered in snow. 
 C188 – 13-78: [ice sculptures?] in front of [school]. 
 C194 – 13-84: buildings visible on top of snow-covered hill 
 C195 – 13-85: snow-covered landscape; evidence of settlement in distance? 
 C196 – 13-86: snow-covered landscape; settlement. 
 C197 – 13-87: telephone pole near snow blocks. 
 C198 – 13-88: poles, [clothing?] near prefabricated buildings. 
 C199 – 13-89: hull of ship, surrounded by snow and ice. 
 C200 – 13-90: people on sleds; low rock formations in background. 
 

7. Greenland - West Coast [North?] of Godthab [Box 26]. – May 1969. – 15 slides. 
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 G2a/1/A – 21-1: view off ship 
 G2a/1/A – 21-4: view towards land/glacier off ship 
 G2a/5/Q – 21-8: view of wake behind ship 
 G2a/5/Q – 21-13: man standing beside church 
 G2a/8/A – 21-16: view of ice, looking off ship 
 G2/8/A – 21-17: view of ice, looking off ship 
 G2a/8/A – 21-18: view of ice, rocky shoreline, looking off ship 
 G2a/10/N+O – 21-20: view of houses on rocky shore 
 G2a/12/A+P – 21-23: man onboard deck of ship 
 G2a/13/E – 21-24: [bird?] on ship rail 
 G2a/14/A – 21-25: view of glacier/ice/shoreline, from ship 
 G2a/18/E – 21-33: man on bow of ship; looking out over ice 
 G2a/19/A – 21-34: view of iceberg from ship 
 G2a/21/A – 21-36: light playing on water; between rocky shorelines 
 G2a/24/O+N – 21-39: person beside house  

 
8. Greenland - Housing in Godthab and Protests for Self-Government [Box 27]. -  1969-1971. – 33 

slides. 
 G2a/26/O – 21-43: modern building against a backdrop of mountains. 
 G2a/26/O – 21-44: modern building. 
 G2a/28/I – 21-45: interior of modern building; [people at work]. 
 G2a/29/N – 21-46: view in winter looking down valley at houses. 
 G2a/33/O+P – 21-48: Interior of home; unidentified family 
 G2a/37/A – 21-52: mountains seen from ship 
 G2a/45/O – 21-61: modern buildings; snow on ground 
 G2a/48/P – 21-64: six unidentified men onboard ship 
 G2a/52/R – 21-67: crowd of people in front of modern buildings 
 G2a/52/R – 21-68: people holding signs; protesting 
 G2a/52/R – 21-69; [poster] 
 G2a/52/R – 21-70: some people, cars, bike in front of building; protest signs 
 G2b/53/N – 21-71: modern building; car in front 
 G2b/54/N – 21-72: view of [Godthab] 
 G2b/55/N – 21-73: view of [Godthab] 
 G2b/55/N – 21-74: view of [Godthab] 
 G2b/55/N – 21-75: view of [Godthab] 
 G2b/55/N – 21-76: housing 
 G2b/55/N – 21-77: housing; man standing nearby 
 G2b/57/O – 21-80: large modern building 
 G2b / 100/ P – 22-8: people walking down sidewalk; spring or summer 
 G2b/128/I+O – 22-77: house with rocky yard; spring or summer 
 G2b/161/O, P – 22-120: four people in front of house; winter 
 G2b/161/O,P – 22-121: view of large red building; winter 
 G2b/162 – 22-123: [market? Meat?] people standing; cars in background 
 G2b/162 – 22-125: [market?] man and woman; car, red building in background 
 G2b/ 163 – 22-126: view of [Godthab] 
 G2b/163 – 22-128: view of large modern building 
 G2b/163 – 22-129: people walking down sidewalk; spring or early winter 
 G2b/163 – 22-130: view of large house; winter 
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 G2a/176/N, I – 23-30: view in summer of settlement, looking toward bay 
 G2b/182/N, O – 23-47: aerial view of settlement; wingtip visible 
 G2b/182/N, O – 23-49: view of settlement. 
 

9. Greenland - Godthab Miscellaneous / Helicopter and Other Transport [Box 28]. – 1969. – 24 
slides. 

 G2b/59/V – 21-83: statue 
 G2b/60/N – 21-84: mountains, bay 
 G2a/62/N+P – 21-85: interior of a home; three unidentified people 
 G2b/64/N – 21-87: car on snowy road; modern buildings 
 G2b/65/R – 21-88: signs on building 
 G2b/66/Q – 21-90: interior of church 
 G2a/67/R – 21-91: large [house] 
 G2b/68/M – 21-93: helicopter 
 G2a/69/M – 21-94: one helicopter taking off; one on ground 
 G2a/72/Q – 21-96: exterior view of church, other modern buildings, against mountain 
 G2b/73/a – 21-97: snowy mountain reflected in ocean water 
 G2b/73/A – 21-98: mountains, water as seen from ship 
 G2B/74/A – 21-99: view of ship 
 G2/77/A – 21-102: aerial view of river running through rocky terrain 
 G2a/79/M – 21-107: rocks and sky 
 G2a/79/M – 21-108: view of plane in flight 
 G2a/81/V – 21-112: signposts near [bridge] 
 G2b/196/O, Q – 23-90: view of [school], other buildings; two [children] 
 G2b/196/O, Q – 23-91: view of church 
 G2b/197/O – 23-93: view of long white modern buildings; winter 
 G2b/195/O – 23-86: view of modern houses; two people; winter 
 G2b/197/O – 23-94: large white modern building 
 G2b/197/O – 23-95: construction site; several cranes 
 G2b/198?O – 23-96: modern building 
 

10. Greenland (Nuuk?) -  Governor Leading Procession [box 29]. – 1969. – 12 slides.- 
 G2a/87/E – 21-118: silhouette of two men on ship 
 G2b/88/A+I – 21-120: view of mountains and bay from on board ship 
 G2a/90/Q+T – 21-123: modern white [house] 
 2a/94/V – 21-126: aerial view of several people; winter 
 G2b/96/Q+R – 21-129: procession  
 G2b/96/Q+R – 21-130: procession 
 G2b/100/P – 22-12: procession 
 G2b/100/P – 22-13: side view of uniformed man walking in procession; town in 

background 
 G2a/103/M – 22-16: people seated in chairs on [deck]; signposts; summer 
 G2a/103/M – 22-17: airplane on runway 
 G2a/103/M – 22-18: helicopter on runway 
 G2a/103/M – 22-20: plane on runway  
 

11. Greenland – Traditional [Wooden] Housing [Box 31]. – [ca. early 1970s]. – 25 slides. 
 G2b/108/O – 22-45: houses on rocky ground 
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 G2b/108/O – 22-46: house 
 G2b/108/O – 22-47: houses on hillside 
 G2b/108/O – 22-48: church on rocky hillside 
 G2b/108/O – 22-50: houses; laundry 
 G2b/108/O – 22-52: view of houses from a distance 
 G2b/108/O – 22-53: houses; outcrop in background 
 G2b/108/O – 22-54: house and yard; laundry on line 
 G2b/108/O – 22-55: similarly-shaped houses in a row 
 G2b/108/O – 22-56: unidentified individual standing on steep path leading to church 
 G2b/108/O – 22-57: house 
 G2b/108/O – 22-58: house and yard; laundry on line 
 G2a/112/G – 22-62: row of houses with [deck, umbrellas?] 
 G2a/112/G – 22-63: people seated on deck under umbrellas; rock formations in 

background 
 G2a/113/O+P – 22-64: children playing; rock formations, houses in background 
 G2a/114/O – 22-66: houses, rock formations 
 G2a/115/M – 22-67: view of rock formations from on board ship 
 G/116/O – 22-68: family gathered in front of house 
 G/118/O-U – 22-70: rocky slope; houses 
 G2b/121/I – 22-71: harbour; boat 
 G2/123/M – 22-72: ship 
 G2b/125/O – 22-73: view of settlement in winter 
 G2b/125/O – 22-74: house 
 G2b/126/U – 22-75: two construction cranes; winter 
 G2b/128/I+O – 22-78: small house 
 

12. Greenland -  Godthab Miscellaneous and Viking Ruins [Box 32]. -  [ca. late 1960s - early 
1970s?]. – 25 slides. 

 G2b/130/O – 22-80: aerial view of town 
 G2/132/G – 22-81: sign 
 G2/132/G – 22-82: unidentified person standing next to stone ruins 
 G2/132/G – 22-83: unidentified person in stone ruins 
 G2/133/B – 22-87: plants, rocks, stonework 
 G2/134/N – 22-88: view of town, sunset 
 G2/135/N – 22-89: late evening sun over townsite 
 G2/136/O – 22-90: late evening sun; silhouette of buildings 
 G2/137/O – 22-91: town, late evening 
 G2/138/O – 22-92: town, vivid sunset 
 G2/141/C – 22-93: flock of birds in flight 
 G2/142/O – 22-94: flag pole; flag flying; late evening 
 G2/145/A – 22-96: late sun, mountains 
 G2b/148/P – 22-99: unidentified woman, two children, standing on [deck]; winter 
 G2b/151/P – 22-102: children playing; snowing 
 G2b/152/P – 22-103: children playing; snowing 
 G2/153/M – 22-104: cars parked outside building 
 G2/155/O – 22-105: houses 
 G2/156/O – 22-106: icicles hanging from roof; view below of people on street 
 G2b/157/O – 22-107: children playing; spring 
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 G2b/157/O – 22-109: view of person walking; houses in background 
 G2b/157/O – 22-111: town, late evening: lights on in houses; vivid sunset 
 G2b/157/O – 22-112: view of single house 
 G2/158/A – 22-113: rocky outcrop 
 G2/159/A, M – 22-114: ships in harbour 
 

13. Greenland - Fishery [Box 39]. – [ca. 1960s -1970s]. – 11 slides. 
 G2/208/I -  23-116: fishing net, ocean, and icebergs. 
 G3/213/E, D – 23-121: filleting fish on shore 
 G2/213/E, D – 23-122: fisherman onboard ship; with catch  
 G2/213/E, E – 23-123: fisherman onboard ship; with catch [seals?] 
 G2a/214/M – 23-124: two men standing on ice pack; several boats [in ice] 
 G2a/214/M – 23-125: ships in ice floes 
 G2/214/M – 23-126: view of ship through another ship’s life preserver 
 G2b/217/O – 23-129: reflection of modern buildings in water 
 G2a/238/I, M – 24-15: harbour scene with ships, men 
 G2/239/D, E – 24-16: open-air fish market 
 G2a/240/D, E – 24-17: crowd of people; butchering large [fish] 
 

14. Greenland: Traditional and Modern Housing [Box 40]. - May 1969, 1974. – 19 slides. 
 G2b/264/S – 24-33: sunrise over modern housing; [plant leaves to one side] 
 G2a/265/O – 23:34: modern structure; paved roadway; backdrop of mountains 
 G2a/265/O – 24-35: modern apartment complexes; winter 
 G2b/266/T – 24-36: modern structures 
 G2a/267/O – 24-37: modern housing (duplexes); summer; two people walking on road 
 G2a/276/O – 24-38: single family dwelling; laundry visible; winter 
 G2a/269/O - 24-40: several single family dwellings (modern) 
 G2b/270/OC – 24-41: people on wooden walkway attached to building 
 G2b/270/OC – 24-42: garbage piled beside house 
 G/271/O – 24-43: modern single family dwelling; on rocks 
 G/271/O – 24-44: modern house on rocks; chickens 
 G/271/O – 24-45: single house on rocks 
 G2a/272/O – 24-46: modern house with multiple walkways; on rocks 
 G2a/272/O – 24-47: modern house, industrial pipeline; on rocks 
 G/273/V – 24-48: person looking out of doorway, wooden house 
 G/274/A – 24-50: winter; mountains in distance 
 G/274/A – 24-52: sunlight on snow covered mountain valley 
 G2a/275/A – 24-53: icebergs, ice forming; land in distance 
 G2a/275/A – 24-54: glacier, water; taken from above  
 

15. Lappland, (Sweden) [box 42]. – [ca 1960s -1970s?] – 21 slides. 
Photographs taken by Gosta Andersson. 
S/1/A – 31-1: scenic landscape with forest 
S/1/A – 31-2: scenic landscape 
S2/2/A – 31-3: scenic midnight sunset 
S/2/A – 31-4: sunset; two people on beach 
S/3/A – 31-5: aerial view 
S/4/N – 31-6: aerial view, forest and water 
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S/4/N – 31-7: aerial view, settlement on edge of water 
S/4/N – 31-8: aerial view, settlement on edge of water 
S/4/N – 31-9: aerial view, settlement on edge of water 
S/5/O – 31-10: modern buildings; road and grass 
S2/5/O – 31-11: Kiruna, Sweden: modern buildings; two people walking 
S/5/O – 31-12: three fir trees in front of home; winter 
S/G/O – 31-13: interior of home: kitchen 
S2/G/O – 31-14: “modern Lapish kitchen;” two people in traditional dress 
S2/7/N,G – 31-15: Kiruna, Sweden; two people cross-country skiing; city in background 
S/8/Q – 31-16: [brick] church 
S/8/Q – 31-17: church or structure with large bell? Tower 
S/9/Q – 31-18: interior of church; alter 
S2/10/O,P – 31-19: people coming from church 
S/11/P – 31-20: people in traditional dress; wooden building to one side 
S/14/P – 31-24: [archival?] image of three women 

 
16. Lappland (Sweden), Alta / Kautokeino (Norway) / Finland [box 43]. – 1965, [ca. 1970s?] – 21 

slides. 
Photographs taken by Gosta Andersson. 
S/15/P – 31-25: [archival?] image, man in traditional dress; mountains in background 
S3/16/R – 31-26: men in traditional dress, seated [auditorium? Parliament?] 
S2/17/P – 31-27: Woman in traditional dress, tying shoe of child seated in chair (interior) 
S/18/P – 31-28: detail of man in traditional dress; hat 
S/19/P – 31-29: full-length view of man in traditional dress 
S3/20/I – 31-30: full-length view of woman in traditional dress 
S3/21/P – 31-31: group of people standing outdoors; most in traditional dress 
S3/22/P,A – 31-32: woman in traditional dress standing outside;  
S1/23/O,E – 31-33: “leaving camp” – dogs; people in traditional dress, lávvu or kota (tipi 

like structure) 
S/24/O, E – 31-34: campsite near mountains 
S/24/O, E – 31-35: dog outside lávvu or kota (tipi-like structure) 
S/24/O, E – 31-36: camp, including tents and lávvu or kota (tipi-like structure) 
S/24/O, E – 31-37: [camp] near water 
S/25/O, E – 31-38: summer camp near water 
S1/26/O – 31-39: summer camp; wooden structures 
S/28/O,E – 31-41: winter; igloo-like structure; snowmobiles, sleds 
S/29/F – 31-42: “weaving a tie in a tent cottage” 
S/30/F – 31-43: woman in traditional dress [weaving?] outdoors 
S1/32/F – 31-45: interior; several women in traditional dress; Koutokeina, Norway 
S1/33/F – 31-46: “Mrs Kemi sewing footgear”; in Masi [Koutokeina, Norway] 
S2/34/F – 31-47: [pendants] made of horn, pewter, birchwood, and silver 

 

Box 2 
 
17. Lappland (Scandinavia) [Box 44]. – [ca. 1960s - 1970s ?]. – 18 slides [+ 1 duplicate]. 
 Photographs taken by Gosta Andersson. 

S3/35/H – 31-48: logging; truck 
S3/36/H – 31-49: lumbering north of arctic circle; man with chainsaw cutting tree 
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S3/38/H – 31-51: small tractor in front of wooden structure 
S1/39/I, M – 31-52: small boat in icy water 
S2/40/K, P – 31-53: “Lap miner in Kiruna, Sweden 
S2/41/K – 31-54: [road at night] 
S/42/M – 31-55: float plane 
S/44/T – 31-57: education: students in traditional dress, in classroom 
S2/45/T – 31-58: education: classroom with teacher, young students (children) 
S2/46/T – 31-59: education: classroom with teacher, young students (children) 
S/48/C – 31-61: ptarmigan in winter 
S3/49/E – 31-62: corral with reindeer; man in traditional dress on prone reindeer 
S3/49/E – 31-63: corral; man holding reindeer by its head 
S2/50/E – 31-64: man catching reindeer calf 
S/51/C – 31-65: reindeer herd running 
S/52/C – 31-66: close-up of reindeer head 
S3/53/C – 31-67: curious reindeer in woods with [?] – 2 copies 
S/55/C – 31-69: two reindeer in snow 

 
18. Kautokeino (Norway): Sami Herding Family [Box 45]. -  December 1975. – 29 slides. 

Images of Michael Hetta’s herding family. 
S1/60/P, Q – 31-74: Group of people in traditional dress [occasion?]. 
S1/61/P,V – 31-76: person in traditional dress inside lávvu or kota; with large metal bowl 
S1/61/P,V – 31-80: woman in traditional dress inside lávvu or kota 
S1/61/P,V – 31-82: woman in traditional dress inside lávvu or kota 
S1/61/P, V – 31-83: close-up of traditional [woman’s] hat 
S1/61/P,V – 31-90: people in traditional dress seated in a circle; inside lávvu or kota 
S1/61/P,V 31-93: people seated by fire; inside lávvu or kota 
S1/61/P,V – 31:94: child in traditional dress standing outside 
S1/62/A – 31-95: hide and wood [?] see also below, 34-36 
S1/62/A – 31-96: snowmobile and wood sled 
S1/62/A – 31-97: plants 
S1/62/A – 31-98: scenic view 
S/63/? – 31-100: scenic; clouds mirrored in water 
S1/64/P, E – 31-102: camp site. 
S1/64/P,E – 31-103: [camp site?] 
S1/64/P,E – 31-105: person in traditional dress standing outside 
S1/64/P,E – 31-106: family group in traditional dress outside [butchering reindeer] 
S1/64/P,E – 31-107: adult, child in traditional dress working outside 
S1/64/P,E – 31-110: dog, seated and standing people in traditional dress [image has 

totem form]* 
  S1/64/P,E – 31-111: people, dog, [harnessed? prone reindeer] 
  S/64/P,E – 31-112: people, dog, [harnessed? prone reindeer] 
  S/100/V – 34-17: two children in traditional dress; indoors 
  S/100/V – 34-22: woman and man in traditional dress; indoors 
  S/100/V – 34-24: child showing traditional dress; indoors 
  S/100/V – 34-25: person in traditional dress at kitchen table 
  S/101/V – 34-30: person in traditional dress among [birch] trees 
  S/102/F – 34-35: material heaped on sled outside house 
  S/102/F – 34-36: person in traditional dress working outside [see above, 31-95] 
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  S/102/F – 34-37: man working outside; cart heaped with material 
 

19. Kautokeino (Norway): Sami Herding Family [Box 46]. - December 1975. – 34 slides. 
[Images of Michael Hetta’s herding family] 
S1/64/P,E – 31-113: scenic; camp 
S1/64/P,E – 31-114: scenic; camp 
S1/64/P,E – 31-116: [children playing in snow?] 
S1/64/P,E – 31-117: [sunset; camp] 
S1/64/P,E – 31-118: reindeer herd 
S1/64/P,E – 31-119: reindeer 
S1/64/P,E – 31-120: reindeer 
S1/64/P,E – 31-123: reindeer 
S1/64/P,E – 31-126: reindeer; man in traditional dress 
S1/64/P,E – 31-127: reindeer; man in traditional dress 
S1/64/P,E – 31-128: reindeer 
S1/64/P,E – 31-129: reindeer; individual in traditional dress 
S1/64/P,E – 32-1: large reindeer herd 
S1/64/P,E – 32-2: reindeer herd 
S1/64/P,E – 32-3: reindeer herd near water; two individuals 
S1/64/P, E – 32-4: individuals in traditional dress; reindeer herd in background 
S1/64/P,E – 32-5: individuals in traditional dress; reindeer herd in background 
S1/64/P, E – 32-6: two individuals in traditional dress, wrangling reindeer 
S1/65/ASA – 32-8: settlement; houses 
S1/65/A-N – 32-9: scenic; landscape 
S1/65/A-N – 32-10: scenic; landscape; [structures in distance?] 
S1/65/A-N – 32-11: structures 
S1/66/O-V – 32-12: interior; woman in traditional dress seated at sewing machine 
S1/66/O-V – 32-13: interior; woman in traditional dress seated at sewing machine 
S1/66/O-V – 32-14: interior; man in traditional dress [working on ?] 
S1/66/O-V – 32-15: interior; man in traditional dress [working on ?] 
S1/66/O-V – 32-16: interior; woman in traditional dress seated at sewing machine 
S1/66/O-V – 32-17: close-up of man in traditional dress, smiling 
S1/66/O-V – 32-18: interior; man and woman in traditional dress at work [sewing; ?] 
S/67/O,N – 32-19: two wooden structures 
S/68/V – 32-20: interior; several tables 
S/69/V – 32-21: interior; people seated around tables 
S/69/V – 32-22: interior; people seated around tables 
S/69/V – 32-23: interior; people seated around tables. 

 
20. Kautokeino (Norway):  Sami Herding Family Getting Ready for Spring Migration [Box 47]. - 

April 1976. – 33 slides. 
[Images of Michael Hetta’s herding family] 
S/70/M-V – 32-24: scenic; road and fir trees; snow 
S/70/M-V – 32-25: scenic; snow-covered fir trees 
S/71/O-N – 32-42: individual standing in doorway of wooden structure 
S/71/O-N – 32-43: farm or settlement viewed from a distance 
S/71/O-N – 32-44: view of settlement 
S/72/V – 32-47: reindeer [people on snowmobile?] 
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S/72/V – 32-49: people with gear, snowmobiles 
S/72/V – 32-50: people with gear packed on sled, pulled by snowmobile 
S/72/V – 32-51: two people in traditional dress; near building; snowmobiles 
S/72/V – 32-53: people leaving settlement on snowmobiles; with gear 
S/72/V – 32-57: interior; family in kitchen 
S/72/V – 32-58: interior; man; woman in traditional dress 
S/72/V – 32-59: interior; family in kitchen 
S/72/V – 32-60: interior; woman at work [weaving] 
S/72/V – 32-61: interior; woman at work weaving 
S/72/V – 32-62: close-up of child in traditional dress, outside 
S/72/V – 32-63: group of men outside; at work  
S/72/V – 32-64: group of people at work outside 
S/72/V – 32-65: group of people with gear on sleds; snowmobiles 
S/72/V – 32-66: individual at work in kitchen 
S/72/V – 32-113: interior; woman and child in kitchen 
S/72/V – 32-114: interior; woman and child in kitchen 
S/72/V – 32-115: interior; family in kitchen 
S/72/V – 32-116: interior; boy and dog 
S/72/V – 32-119: two children beside snowmobile 
S/72/V – 32-121: people in traditional dress outside 
S/72/V – 32-122: group of people in traditional dress; outside 
S/104/H – 34-61: people in traditional dress stacking wood 
S/104/H – 34-62: people in traditional dress stacking wood 
S/104/H – 34-63: people in traditional dress stacking wood 
S/104/H – 34-64: people in traditional dress chopping/stacking wood 
S/104/H – 34-65: individual in traditional dress chopping/stacking wood 
S/105/V – 34-66: snowmobiles, sleds packed with gear, ready to go 

 
21. Lappland (Norway: Michael Hetta’s Winter House and Scenes) [Box 48]. - April 1976. – 36 

slides. 
  S/72/V – 32-69: person in traditional dress, against a backdrop of snow 
  S/72/V – 32-70: interior scene with people 
  S/72/V – 32-71: interior scene with people 
  S/72/V – 32-73: people in [winter camp]  
  S/72/V – 32-74: reindeer herd 
  S/72/V – 32-75: farm buildings; dog 
  S/72/V – 32-76: group of people outside 
  S/72/V – 32-77: group of people around sled, snowmobile, gear 
  S/72/V – 32-78: family around sled, gear 
  S/72/V – 32-80: people in traditional dress; man with rope 
  S/72/V – 32-81: people in traditional dress; reindeer herd in background 
  S/72/V – 32-83: people in [winter camp] 
  S/72/V – 32-85: two people in furs, seated on the snow 
  S/72/V – 32-88: family in traditional dress; outside 
  S/72/V – 32-89: people around sled [reindeer carcass?] 
  S/91/V – 32-90: people around sled 
  S/72/V – 32-91: people around/packing sled 
  S/72/V – 32-92: people in semi-circle around sled 
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  S/72/V – 32-93: family outside; in front of wooden building; on sled 
  S/72/V – 32-95: two people working outside 
  S/72/V – 32-96: interior; two children in traditional dress 
  S/72/V – 32-99: child on sled; mother beside sled 
  S/72/V – 32-100: child in sled with high runners; handle for pushing 
  S/72/V – 32-101: interior; [boy] in kitchen 
  S/72/V – 32-103: exterior [farm] with oil drums, equipment, building 
  S/72/V – 32-104: three men working outside 
  S/72/V – 32-105: men in furs working around equipment outside 
  S/72/V – 32-106: child in furs and traditional hat, on sled 
  S/72/V – 32-109: interior; woman [weaving] 
  S/72/V – 32-110: interior; two individuals seated 
  S/72/V – 32-112: interior; man, several dogs [in kitchen area] 
  S/72/V – 32-82: man on snowmobile; lávvu or kota in background 
  S/72/V – 32-97: interior; people in [kitchen area] 
  S/72/V – 32-111: interior: child with kitten and dog 
  S/72/V – 32-98: two people outside; snow pile in background 
  S/72/V – 32-68: interior; child drinking from cup* 
 

22. Uxefjord, Norway:  Hetta’s Family at their Summer Home and Activities [Box 50]. -  1976. – 35 
slides. 

  S/81/E-V – 33-28: people working outside; dog 
  S/81/E-V - 33-29: person, reindeer [corral] in mountain valley 
  S/81/E-V – 33-30: people, reindeer corral in valley 
  S/81/E-V – 33-44: people seated around smoking fire; under logs in tipi / lávvu or kota 
   configuration 
  S/81/E-V – 33-45: family seated on ground near mountain lake 
  S/82/A – 33-51: scenic; grassy mountainside 
  S/82/A – 33-52: farm buildings, sheep 
  S/82/A – 33-56: scenic; mountain, lake, buildings 
  S/82/A – 33-58: scenic; mountain, lake 
  S/82/A – 33-59: scenic; mountain, stream 
  S/82/A – 33-60: scenic; mountain, lake, house 
  S/82/A – 33-61: scenic; boat on mountain lake 
  S/83/O – 33-64: house 
  S/84/V – 33-68: interior; two couples having tea/ in kitchen area 
  S/85/F – 33-74: woman working in kitchen 
  S/86/F – 33-75: young person in grassy meadow* 
  S/86/F – 33-76: person working outside in grassy meadow 
  S/86/F – 33-77: woman working in grassy meadow, beside mountain lake* 
  S/86/F – 33-79: two people seated, working, in grassy meadow 
  S/86/F – 33-80: two people seated, working, in grassy meadow 
  S/87/V – 33-81: man in traditional dress, standing outside* 
  S/88/V – 33-85: people in traditional dress; in boat 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-88: people and dog in boat 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-89: people in boat 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-90: family in boat; mountains in background 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-91: man and woman in traditional dress; in boat 
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  S/89/A-M-V – 33-92: woman in traditional dress, rowing boat 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-94: man, woman, and dog in boat 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-95: woman in traditional dress, in boat 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-96: woman in traditional dress, in boat 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-97: woman in traditional dress, in boat 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-98: people on shore; tied and covered boat 
  S/89/A-M-V – 33-100: people bringing rowboat to shore; dog in bow 
  S/91/A-E – 33-106: reindeer at mountain lake 
  S/92/A-E – 33-111: sheep on grassy mountainside 
 

23. Norway:  Michael Hetta’s Spring Migration [Box 55]. – [ca. 1975 or 1976]. – 18 slides. 
  S/105/V – 34-68: wooden farm buildings 
  S/105/V – 34-69: two people in traditional dress, working outside 
  S/105/V – 34-70: man seated outside, amidst several objects and pieces of equipment 
  S/106/E-V – 34-77: interior: blankets, bed, chest, etc. 
  S/106/E-V – 34-79: people outside around a campfire; beside tent 
  S/106/E-V – 34-80: two people outside tent; in traditional dress 
  S/106/E-V – 34-88: child standing outside; lávvu or kota in background 
  S/106/E-V – 34-89: child standing outside; lávvu or kota in background 
  S/106/E-V – 34-90: campsite, with sleds; individual at work; lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 34-91: person in traditional dress, with packed sleds 
  S/106/E-V – 34-92: individual in traditional dress, at work outside 
  S/106/E-V – 34-93: sleds, equipment, etc. 
  S/106/E-V – 34-95: camp; poles for lávvu or kota partially up; people adding pole 
  S/106/E-V – 34-97: lávvu or kota up; partially covered 
  S/106/E-V – 34-99: campsite with lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 34-100: campsite with lávvu or kota; sled; person 
  S/106/E-V – 34-103: person standing on sled, next to lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 34-104: campsite with lávvu or kota 
 

24. Norway:  Michael Hetta’s Spring Migration - Putting up the Kota (tent) [Box 56]. -  [ca. 1975 or 
1976]. – 20 slides 

  S/106/E-V – 34-105: campsite with lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 34-106: campsite with lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 34-107: campsite from a distance – poles for lávvu or kota being put up 
  S/106/E-V – 34-108: campsite with lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 34-109: partially constructed lávvu or kota; sleds; etc. 
  S/106/E-V – 34-112: partially constructed lávvu or kota; sleds; etc. 
  S/106/E-V – 34-113: people working around partially constructed lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 34-114: person inside partially constructed lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 34-115: poles erected for lávvu or kota; person inside structure 
  S/106-E-V – 34-116: poles erected for lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 34-121: scenic; [campsite] 
  S/106/E-V – 34-122: scenic; man, reindeer standing [where campsite was/will be?] 
  S/106/E-V – 34-123: reindeer, sleds, equipment [where campsite was/will be] 
  S/106/E-V – 34-124: reindeer [harnessed] 
  S/106/E-V – 34-125: reindeer 
  S/106/E-V – 34-128: scenic; man, reindeer 
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  S/106/ E-V – 34-129: man, reindeer 
  S/106-E-V – 35-1: base for camp 
  S/106/E-V – 35-2: man, reindeer 
  S/106/E-V – 35-4: reindeer 
  

25. Norway:  [Michael] Hetta’s Family, more images of Spring Migration [Box 57]. – [ca. 1975 or 
1976]. – 19 slides. 

  S/106/E-V – 35-5: reindeer 
  S/106/E-V – 35-6: reindeer 
  S/106/E-V – 35-10: line of sleds, reindeer 
  S/106/E-V – 35-12: person in traditional clothing; dog; reindeer, packed sled in 
   background 
  S/106/E-V – 35-15: people; dog; reindeer and packed sleds* 
  S/106/E-V – 35-21: people; dog; reindeer and packed sleds 
  S/106/E-V – 35-23: people; dog; reindeer and packed sleds* 
  S/106/E-V – 35-26: dog on packed sleds; people beside 
  S/106/E-V – 35-28: dog on packed sled; person standing in front of line of sleds* 
  S/106/E-V – 35-30: campfire 
  S/106/E-V – 35-33: [campsite?] 
  S/106/E-V – 35-37: campsite with lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 35-38: people outside lávvu or kota; campsite 
  S/106/E-V – 35-39: campsite with lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 35-40: campsite with lávvu or kota 
  S/106/E-V – 35-41: dog, snowmobile on tracks in snow 
  S/106/E-V – 35-54: [beginning to build campsite] 
  S/106/E-V – 35-56: campsite; reindeer herd 
  S/106/E-V – 35-57: reindeer herd 
 

26. Kautokeino:  Band and Parade, Easter [Box 59]. – 1975. – 17 slides. 
Images of crowd in street, many carrying balloons; most in traditional dress; together with 
marching band, images of band parading down street; heading toward church. 

  
.3 Series G – [ca. 1970s]. - 43 slides. 

 
1. Nuuk, Greenland:  Kayak Demonstration [Box G1-2]. – [ca. 1970s]. – 30 slides. 

 Note: this box contains duplicate numbered (but different) images 
 G2b/99/M – G1-25: individual in kayak 
 G2b/99/M – G1-26: man on kayak 
 G2b/99/M – G1-27: man in kayak; larger boat nearby 
 G2b/99/M – G1-27: boat and kayak 
 G2b/99/M – G1-28: kayak 
 G2b/99/M – G1-29: individual in kayak 
 G2b/99/M – G1-30: kayak 
 G2b/99/M – G1-31: kayak in mid-roll 
 G2b/99/M – G1-32: kayak in roll 
 G2b/99/M – G1-33: kayak in roll 
 G2b/99/M – G1-34: man paddling kayak 
 G2b/99/M – G1-36: kayak in open water; mountains in background 
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 G2b/99/M – G1-37: man paddling kayak in open water; mountains in background 
 G2b/100/P – G1-38 (22-11): child in traditional dress 
 G2b/100/P – G1-38 (22-11): young girl in traditional dress 
 G2b/101/P – G1-38: individual in traditional dress 
 G2b/97/P,Q – G1-39 (22-1): people on street; some in traditional dress 
 G2b/1010/P – G1-45: crowd of people outside; some in official and traditional dress 
 G2a/105/V – G1-46: scenic 
 G2a/105/V – G1-47: scenic; round structures viewed from water 
 G2a/122/I – G1-58: boats on water; shore and buildings in background 
 G2a/122/I – G1-58: boats on water; shore and buildings in background 
 G2b/122/I – G1-59: kayaks in open water 
 G2b/122/I – G1-60: kayak in open water; hills in background 
 G2b/122/I – G1-62: boats in water by shore 
 G2b/122/I – G1-66: boat in water; buildings in background 
 G2b/122/I – G1-67: boats, [kayaks?] seen from distance 
 G2b/122/I – G1-67: man paddling kayak near iceberg; other ships visible 
 G2b/122/I – G1-67: kayaks, ships, iceberg 
 G2b/122/I – G1-68: man in kayak (summer); hills in background 

 
2. Greenland: Modern and Traditional [Box G1-4]. – [ca. 1970s]. – 13 slides. 

 Note: this box contains duplicate numbered (but different) images 
 G2b/129/P – G1-76: men standing on [ice] in water; buildings in background 
 G2b/129/P – G1-80: young child floating on [?] 
 G2b/129/P – G1-80: men standing on [?]; some sinking; buildings in background 
 G2b/131/O – G1-81: apartment complex 
 G2b/131/O – G1-82: several modern apartment complexes; road 
 G2b/131/O – G1-83: people walking down street in front of modern buildings 
 G2/140/O – G1-86: sunset over town 
 G2b/167/O – G1-90: church; other wooden structures in town 
 G2b/256/O – G1-104: view of modern buildings; mountain in background 
 G2b/257/O – G1-105: view of modern buildings, town; snow-cover 
 G2b/257/O – G1-105: view of modern buildings; snow-cover 
 G2b/258/O – G1-107: modern structures; [snow] 
 G2a/244/O – G1-138: sod building; wooden buildings and mountains in background 

 
.4 Circumpolar Images from Other Sources. -  185 photographs, 91 slides, 10 internegs. 

 
1. B&W Photos of Greenland (primarily Nuuk) in the 1970s. – 109 photographs. 

Note: some of these images were used in Canada’s Eastern Neighbour (see also below). 
These images were compiled in a binder, by subject: 
 
.1 Transportation – 3 b&w, 1 colour print. 
 G2A/103/M – 22-17: Scandinavian airlines plane on tarmac 
 R48/6 – [Greenland Air] helicopter on tarmac 
 G2A/69/M – G1-115: helicopter descending onto tarmac 
 G/280/I – 24-64: kayak transported on boat [published – p.43 – see also below] 
 
.2 Schools – 10 b&w prints. 
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 R20-21.21a: Four babies. 
 R20-25.25a – several young children, teacher in kindergarten setting 
 R48-36: young boys in physical education [not image published – see p. 77] 
 R29-17A-18: young girls in brownie/guides outfits 
 R17 (34): creating model of igloo from [syrofoam?] 
 Young girl at blackboard 
 Young boy in woodworking shop [published – p. 79] 
 R16-36a: soccer game [not image published – see p. 39] 
 R9-30A-31: three young girls in front of decorative depiction of kayaks 

  B37-35: young man in machine shop [not image published – see p. 55] 
 
 .3 Literature in Greenlandic. – 5 b&w prints. 
  G2/226/V – G1-103: ad warning of alcohol [published – see p. 96] 
  R28-16: cover of Dr. Jekyll Mr. Hydelo 
  R28-14: table with classic books [published – see p. 82 
  Cover of 200 pundit 
  R28-27-27a: cover of Grønlansposten [published – see p. 81] 
 
 .4 Voting. – 9 b&w prints. 
  G2A/52/R – 21-67: crowd outside; listening to speaker 
  Two photos of election posters 
  People looking at election posters outside store; 
  Car with election poster attached to rooftop 
  Two photos of people in voting polling station 
  Image of woman voting 
  Close-up of woman voting [published – see p. 45] 
 
 .5 Parade with Governor. – 2 b&w, 1 colour print. 
  G2b/100/P – 22-13: Governor; two council members; colour 
  G2b/96/Q,R – 21-130: Governor; men in [clerical] outfits 
  Looking down on parade of Governor and council members; citizens have 

gathered to watch 
 

 .6 Elected Council. – 3 b&w prints. 
  Man speaking at [community] council 
  Council members seated around table 
  People listening to council; people with microphones 
 
 .7 Scenery. – 7 b&w, 2 colour prints. 
  G2A/179/A – 23-37: mountains, inlet 
  G/290/A – 24-91: iceberg 
  G/279/A – 24-62: two children in foreground; mountains, water (colour) 
  Viking ruins – colour [published – see p. 17 and below] 
  G2/124/AG – G1-69: iceberg 
  G2/201/A, P – 23-106: children sitting on ice floe near shore 
  Abandonded Moravian mission [published – see p. 27] 
  View from helicopter [published – see p. 73] 
  “Sernitsiak Mountain overshadows the terrain” [published – see p. 11] 
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 .8 Housing. – 17 b&w prints. 
  G2A/265/O – 24-34: road, houses and large buildings (2 copies) 
  G2b/252/O – 24-29: houses, [apartments] near harbor (2 copies) 
  G2A/26/O – 21-34: children in front of [apartment] building 
  View of rooftops, houses 
  Laundry outside [apartment] balconies 
  Close-up of apartments with laundry;  
  G2b/172/O – 23-18: sealskin being stretched outside [apartment] building   
  Individual walking along road; house and [apartment] building in background 

 Anchor and naval mine with plaque 
 G2b/197/O – 23-94: [apartment] complex on outcrop (2 copies) 
 G2b/182/N,O – 23-49: multiple [apartment] complexes, houses. 
 View of Nuk with mountains in background 
 Construction of large [apartment] complex 
 Close-up of apartments with meat drying on balcony [published p. 71] 
 Interior of coin laundry 
 Close-up of refrigeration: bags hanging outside windows 
 View of town; people on streets watching end of Council parade 
 
.9 Co-op Store. – 4 b&w photographs. 
 Cashiers. 
 Cashiers in front of liquor aisle. 
 Signage. 
 Exterior of store. 
 
.10 Fishery. – 18 b&w, 4 colour photographs. 
 Boat in icy water (see also below). 
 Single fisherman in small boat with catch. 
 Man in kayak; other boats in water. 
 Gutting seal on harbor. 
 G2A/40/M, N – 21-55: large boat in harbor 
 Close-up of [whaling] harpoon on boat 
 G2C/1/A – 21-5: view from onboard boat in icy water; single man 
 Interior: fish filleting assembly line [close-up of image published p. 85] 
 G2B/281/I – 24-68: Multiple boats in harbor 
 G2B/162/I – 22-124: outdoor fish market 
 G2B/162/I – 22-122: close-up of individual, outdoor fish market 
 G2/178/I – G1-130: whale flensing outside Nuk 
 Interior: fish plant, Nuk (see also above) 
 Interior: fish plant, Nuk (see also above) 
 G2A/122/I – G1-58: man in kayak reaching up to man on boat 
 G2B/122/I – G1-67: men in kayaks near icebergs, boats 
 View from harbor – three boats on water 
 Interior: fish plant, Nuk (see also above) [published p. 85] 
 G2B/122/I – G1-64: men in small sailboat in harbor 
 G2B/276/I – 24-55: women at work (interior) 
 G2B/122/I – G1-60: man in kayak 
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  G2A/293/M – 24-95: men in small craft rowing to shore 
  G2/178/I – G1-130: Whale flensing 
 
 .11 Miscellaneous. – 19 b&w, 4 colour photographs. 
  G2/230A – 24-6: rooftop and flag visible in rocky landscape; low cloud 
  G2/135/N – 22-89: View looking down at townsite 
  G2B/196/O, Q – 22-90: [Council members] on steps of [town hall] 
  View of town; snow covered 
  G117/O – 22-69: children looking out of doorway [published, p. 67] 
  As above: second copy; colour 
  G116/O – 22-68: men seated on steps of house 
  G2b/147/P – 22-98: child with cross-country skis [beside building] 
  View of house with laundry outside 
  Young couple, just married, leaving church; snowmobile on road beside them 
  G2B/196/O, Q – 23-91: church 
  Young boy sitting on motorcycle 
  G2B/199/O – 23-99: house; child in doorway; other children outside 
  G2/185/C – 23-57: young boy holding animal skull 
  G2B/131/O – G1-84: house near rocky shore 
  G/116/O – G1-48: house on rocky outcrop; see also above (men seated on steps) 
  Herd of sheep on rocky shore; individual on horseback 
  G2B/128/I, O – 22-77: house with fishing nets, bouys, etc outside 
  G2A/112/E – café deck with sunshades; customers seated outside; mountains 
  Man working in garden 
  G2/245/I – 24-22: Sheep walking in empty drying racks 
  Men carrying boat onto shore 
  Empty drying racks [flakes] at Qurnaq, abandoned settlement [published, p. 57] 
  Children looking out of doorway 

 
2. Miscellaneous Photos of the Hetta Family Spring Migration and Summer Home, Norway. -  

1976. – 76 photographs. 
Note: not all of these images can be found in the slides, above; see slide boxes 50, 55, 
56 and 57. 

 
3. Circumpolar Images (Slides) from Other Sources. – nd, 1973. - 81 slides. 

1.  Alaska Tourism: polar bear; sled dogs; drum dance; woman; man with children; etc.. – 10 
slides. 

2. Alaska – Oct 1973: exact location and photographer unknown. – 12 slides. 
3. Alaska images by Norman Chance; including images from Alaska tourism: seal and other hunt; 

blanket tossing; totem; Ketahitan; dogsled; etc. – 14 slides. 
4. Circumpolar images by Fred Bruemmer; Muir; Topfer; Pertti Pelto; Bob Spring: Sami; netting 

birds; classroom; printmaking; Pond Inlet; women embroidering; sled; mother and 
daughter mending nets; snowbus; hauling wood with reindeer; cemetary; family 
returning from hunt; plane; Prudhoe Bay oil rig. – 18 slides. 

5. Images of the USSR by De Vissor – [exact location and date unknown] and Graham Rowley, 
1973 [exact location unknown]: hydrofoil; radio operator; couple; young woman; native 
dancers; young child; man with horses; reindeer herd; reindeer herders playing chess. – 
13 slides. 
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6. Unknown, incomplete – Eastern Arctic, Frobisher Bay, Lappland and Greenland. – 14 slides. 
7. Note: sleeve 7 is not listed – see above, Series G.  Some of these images may have been 

published in Canada’s Eastern Neighbour.  

 
Box 3 

 
4. Colour originals for Canada’s Eastern Neighbour: a View on Change in Greenland  

by H. Schuurman, DIAND, 1977. – 10 slides; 10 internegs; textual records. 
Note: not all of the images appeared in the publication; see also above (slides by Schuurman).  
The images were published in black & white. 
See below, Library for a copy of the book [see also GovPubs, CA1 IA 145:1977C12] 
1. Viking ruins in southwestern Greenland [p. 17] 
2. [View of Godthåb?] – [p. 25 – not image published in book]. 
3. Governor of Greenland leading Council members to opening session in 1971. [p.33 – not 

image published in book]. 
4. Kayak transported on boat; then launched for seal hunt [p. 43] 
5. Fishing cutters [p. 59 – not image published in book 
6. View from multi-storey building in Godthåb [p. 65] 
7. Two children looking out of doorway [p. 67 – not image published in book].  
8. Sunset – boats on water. 
9. Single boat in icy water. 
10. Ice floes on water; low cloud* 

 
.5 Circumpolar Display. – 1975. – textual records, 46 photographs. 
 

1. Circumpolar Display. – 46 colour photographs 
These photographs were in a binder; many of them appear to be copies of images found 
above, “circumpolar images from other sources.”    

 
 2. List of Slides Collected for Circumpolar Display. 
  

 
.6 Photograph Albums 
 

1. (28) An album with black and white photograph inserts and description of each photograph in 
English. The album contains no name for the location where the photographs have been taken. 
– see O/S box 3 
 

2. Scientific Research Institute for Planning Industrial Construction, Krasnoyarsk, 1965. – 2 albums. 
– see O/S box 4 
 

3. [Unidentified] – 28 colour prints mounted in album. – see O/S box 3 

 
II. Maps. – 1965-1982. – textual records, 15 slides, books. 
 

See also below, IV.2 Reports – Bound: Economic and Cultural Atlas of the U.S.S.R.; (1971) by 
Translated by Igho Natufe. 
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1. Atlas Antarktiki = Atlas of Antarctica. – 1969. 

 Numbered: 33. 
 

2. Atlas Arktiki = Atlas of the Arctic. – 1966, 1985. – see O/S. 
 1985 edition has been inscribed.  Both have some water damage. 
 Numbered: 49, 50. 
  

3. Atlas Zabajkalia = Atlas of Transbaikal. – 1967. 
 Numbered: 34. 

  
4. A Collection of General Information Maps on Alaska, Greenland, Scandinavia and the USSR – 

[Originals]. – [ca. 1982]. - see O/S Box 2 
 Loose copies; note some water damage (maps sticking on corners).  
 

5. A Collection of General Information Maps on Alaska, Greenland, Scandinavia and the USSR – 
Working Draft. – [ca. 1982]. - see O/S Box 2 
Compiled by Steven Bigras, Brian Brown, Arthur Petch, and Robert Sayer, Circumpolar Affairs, 
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs.  Bound copy. 

 
6. Comparative Maps – CDA. – 15 slides. 

 Of the Soviet Union, [Canada] etc. 
 

7. Information and Activity Charts. – 1969, 1971. – see O/S Box 1 
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs.  1971 edition specifies “Canada North of 60˚. 

 
8. Maps on the Soviet Union. – [ca. 1974-1979]. 

Includes maps of union republics; administrative units; weather and vegetation; resources; 
transportation; Indigenous groups; etc.  Table of contents is included. 
Note: two copies (one loose; one stapled). 

 
9. Maps – General.  

 Soviet Union (National Geographic) [Scale 1: 10 140 000], 1976; Bartholomew Pocket  
Map of the USSR [Scale 1: 15 000 000] 

 
10. Soviet Union in Maps. – 1965. 

Edited by Harold Fullard. 

Box 4 
 

11. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. – 1965. 
 Scale 1:8 000 000 
  

12. USSR in Maps. – 1982. 
J.C. Dewdney. 
 

13. Yakutia sotzialisticheskaia = Socialist Yakutia. - 1982. – see O/S box 2 
 Numbered: 29. 
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14. Yakutsk: geographicheskij atlas = Yakutsk: Geographic Atlas. - 1992.  – see O/S box 2 
Atlas of the city of Yakutsk. Numbered: 30. 

 

 
III. Periodicals, Pamphlets and Occasional Publications 
 

1. Aborigen Kamchatki = The Aboriginal Dweller of Kamchatka. – 1995-1997, 2000. – see O/S Box 
2. 

 Russian-language newspaper; incomplete run.   
 

2a. Canadian Marine Transport Group Inc.  
 Material in English and Russian. 
 

2. A Canadian Village for Sakha, Russian Federation. – [ca. 1993]. 
 

3. Central Scientific Research and Design Institute of Town Planning of Gosgrazhdanstroy. – 1973. 
Includes “Soviet Town Planning Predictions;” “General Scheme of Settlement on the area of the 
USSR;” “Sanitation of Urban Environment;” “New Towns Formation in the USSR.” 

 
4. Circumpolar Community / Populations circumpolaire. – 1975. – see O/S box 2 

 
5. Indigenous Peoples. – 1999. 

 Russian Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North (RAIPON), [ca. 1999] 
 Internatum: The Small Indigenous nations of Northern Russia on the Eve of the Millennium, 

1999. 
 

6. Investment and Commercial Proposals of Kamchatka Region.  
 

7. Modernization and Adaptation among Indigenous Peoples in Chukotka (Russia). – 1996. 
Published in Management, Technology and Human Resources in the Arctic.  Article by Harald 
Finkler. 

 
8. Occasional Papers. – 1971-1991. - 2 folders. 

 Folder 1:  
  Arctic Arms Control: Constraints and Opportunities, 1988 
  The Arctic Ocean, 1971 
  Détente, Cold War, and Perestroika: Canadian-Soviet Relations Since 1980, 1991 
  A Northern Foreign Policy, 1979 
 
 Folder 2:  
  Northern Notes, 1989. 
  Strategy and the Arctic, 1986 
  Strategy and Mechanisms of Adaptive and Rehabilitative Regulation of Extreme Life 
   Environment of the Russian North, 1996. 
 

9. Periodicals - A-C. – 1990-1994. 
 Includes: 
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Above and Beyond (First Air Magazine), 1994 
Arctic Circle Magazine, 1990   
Circumpolar Notes/ information circumpolaire (vol. 1, nos. 1-3, 5; 1991-1993); special 

edition about Slipchenko (April 1992) 
 Cultural Survival Quarterly, 1991   
 

10. Periodicals - I. – 1984-1998. 
Intercom, 1986-1989, 1995-1998.    
Inuit, 1984 
Inuit Today (special edition on the Iqaluit Inuit Circumpolar Conference, 1983)   
Inuktituk, 1988 

 
11. Periodicals – N. – 1972-1991. 

North / nord – 1972-1973  
Northern Perspectives, 1987-1991. 

 

Box 5 
 

12. Periodicals – T-W. – 1989-1998. 
Time Magazine The Rape of Siberia (Sept 4th, 1995)  
Transition, 1989, 1996, 1998    
World Business, 1992. 

 
13. Post-Soviet Geography. – 1995. 

 Includes articles by Greg Poelzer, Harald Finker 
 

14. Russian-Language Pamphlets. – 2 folders. 
Note: the numbers at the beginning of each title reflects the numbers assigned by the 
donor/translator to all Russian-language materials (see below, Series VI Books [in Russian] 
 

 Folder 1:  
(23) Petrov, A.A., Programma kursa “Organizatzii khudozhestvennoj samodeiatelnosti v 
shkolakh narodnostej Krainego Severa” = Organizing Amateur Talent Groups at 
Indigenous Peoples’ Schools in the Far North: a Course Programme. – Leningrad, 1989. 

 
(54) Legal Status of Indigenous People of Circumpolar States: Resolution of International 
Conference. - People’s Friendship University of Russia, 1997. 
(60) V.I. Boiko, Narodnosti Severa: iazykovye protzessy = Indigenous peoples of the 
North: linguistic processes. 1987 . A monograph on the evolution and 
revitalization of the indigenous peoples’ languages in the Russian North. 

 
(61) V.I. Vasiliev et al. Etno-kulturnoie razvitie narodnostei Severa v usloviakh nauchno-
tekhnicheskogo progressa = Ethno-cultural development of the indigenous peoples of 
the North in the conditions of scientific and technical progress. - Institut istorii SSSR, 
1989.  A monograph featuring a vision for ethnic and cultural development of the 
Northern indigenous peoples until the year 2005. 
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(62) V.G. Kostiuk ed. Molodezh narodnostej severa = Northern Indigenous Youth. - 
Institut istorii, filologii I filosofii, 1990.  Monograph published by the Siberian Branch of 
the Academy of Sciences of USSR. 

 
(66) V. Morozov . Parma Moid: taiezhnaia istoria = Parma Moid: A Taiga Tale. – 
Syktyvkar, 1989. A 4-part play based the legends and folk stories of the Komi people. 

 
(77) A Joint Resolution on the establishment of a regional interdepartmental 
commission of the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences aimed at 
coordinating an all-encompassing research in the areas of indigenous peoples’ 
economic, medical, biological and linguistic development. – Novosibirsk, 1982. 

 
(83) 1 s’ezd narodnykh deputatov, predstavliauschikh malochislennye narody Severa, 
Sibiri I Dalnego Vostoka = First Congress of People’s Deputies representing Indigenous 
Peoples of the North, Siberia and the Far East. – 1991. A compilation of speeches and 
resolutions from this event. 

 
(84) O.V. Lysenko ed. Polevye issledovania GME narodov SSR = Field studies of the State 
Museum of Ethnography of the peoples of USSR. – Leningrad, 1989.  Summaries of 
presentations from a scientific seminar. 

 
 Folder 2: 

(27) Severnyie prostory, 6, 1988 = Northern expanses, 6, 1988.  A magazine devoted to 
the Soviet/Russian North and its peoples. 

 
(35) Zhivaia Arktika No. 8, 2001 = Living Arctic No. 8, 2001. A magazine published by the 
Russian Association of the Indigenous Peoples of the North (RAIPON) 

 
(38) Zhuravlev V.I. Yakutsk =Yakutsk. “Bichik,” 1993. A publication about the city of 
Yakutsk. 

 
(51) D.I. Pukhov ed. Khudozhestvennye izdelia narodov Severa Sibiri = Arts and Crafts of 
the Indigenous Peoples of Northern Siberia. - Moscow, nd. A magazine featuring hand-
made crafts such as clothing, ivory, birch bark, wood  and metal objects. 

   
15. Slovo Narodov Severa = Word of the Peoples of the North.  – 1994-1997. – see O/S box 2 

 Russian-language newpaper.  Incomplete run; two duplicates. 
 

16. Soviet Yearbook of Maritime Law. – 1988. 
 

17. Strength of Solid and Glued Timber Under Low Temperatures. – 1996. 
 By Yuriy Buslaev. 

 
18. A Town in Greenland. – 1983. 

 See above, series 1: believed to include some of the images published in this book. 
 

19. Working Group on Arctic International Relations. – 1988-1989. 
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First session: Impression of the Co-chairs; second session: Sustainable Development and the 
Arctic.  Franklyn Griffiths and Oran Young. 

 
20. Working Group of the National Capital Branch of the Canadian Institute of International Affairs. 

– 1988, 1991. 
 The North and Canada’s International Relations, 1988. 
 The Arctic Environment and Canada’s International Relations, 1991. 

 
 
IV. Reports 

 
.1 Unbound 

Note: this subseries includes articles, press releases, material with covering memoranda or 
correspondence, etc., together with more formal reports. 

 
1. Agreement Between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Russian 

Federation on Cooperation in the Arctic and the North.  
Material in English and Russian. 

 
2. Andryushkino: Episodes from the Biography of a village. – nd. 

Pamphlet “dedicated to the 70th Anniversary of the Great October Revolution.”  Includes two 
copies of translation; photocopy of original [in Russian]. 

 
3. Archaelogical-Paleontological Collection of Northeastern Asia. – 1984.  

Translation; together with copies of pamphlet [original: Russian].  
 

4. The Background to the New Soviet Degree on Privileges for Northern Workers.  
 

5. Canada’s Northern Cooperation with Soviet Union and Russia: A Natural Partnership. – 1994. 
Article by John Hannigan.  Also includes copy of “Indigenous Peoples in Chukotka” (see also 
below); and “National Villages in Chukotka,” all also by Hannigan.  

 
6. Canada/USSR Arctic Science Exchange Programme: Status Report. – 1987. 

By Harald Finkler.  On social change. 
 

7. The Case for an Arctic Region Council and a Treaty Proposal. – 1992. 
Donat Pharand, University of Ottawa. 
 

8. Certain Aspects of the Development of Northern Paleoasiatic Groups During the Soviet Period. 
– 1983. 
By E. Royz. 

 
9. A Comment on Fear and Gossip about Violence in Greenland by Peter Sigsgaard. – 1978. 

 Comment [or briefing memo] by HJ Schuurman, regarding report by Sigsgaard. 
 

10. Economic and Social Development of the Small Northern Native Peoples to the Year 2000. – 
1996. 
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Translation from Rossiyskaya Gazeta [Russian Gazette]; photocopy of original included. 
 

Box 6 
 

11. Evolution of Soviet African Policy. – 1980. 
By O. Igho Natufe, University of Ghana. 

 
12. Health and Fitness: A comparative Study of Canadian Inuit and Siberian nGanasan. – 1995.  

 
13. Indigenous Peoples in Chukotka: The Social Impact of Transition. – 1993. 

Report of a field trip to the Iul’tinsk Raion, Chukotsk Autonomous Okrug; by John Hannigan, 
Carleton University. 

 
14. International Agreement. – 1971, 1974. 

Includes [draft] agreement on the conservation of polar bears; agreement on scientific co-
operation between the NRC and the Academy of Sciences of the USSR; “The Operational 
Organization for the Application of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora in Canada” [annotated]; pamphlet on the 3rd International 
symposium on Circumpolar Health; the Migratory Birds Convention Act; pamphlet “Building 
International Relations in the Arctic: 25 years of Canada-USSR Cooperation.” 
 

15. An Introduction to Town Planning in the Soviet North. 
 

16. Lecture on the Soviet North. – 1985. 
By Walter Slipchenko.  See also below, Slipchenko Lectures.  The audience for this lecture is not 
noted. 

 
17. 1970 All-Union Census of Population of the USSR – Observations on the Methodology 

Employed to Enumerate the Northern Native Minorities.  
Annotated draft; by G. Sucharczuk and Walter Slipchenko. 
 

18. 1970 Census USSR. 
Language data. Material in Russian and English. 
 

19. The Organization of Health Care Delivery to the Northern Minorities in the Soviet Union. – 
1979. 
By Gregory Suchavczuk. 

 
20. An Overview of the Development of Soviet Northern Indigenous Minority Groups. – [ca. 198?].  

Draft by E. Royz. 
 

21. Policy Framework for the North. – 1998, 2000. 
Press releases on Canada’s policy framework; executive summary and informational materials 
(French and English).  The folder included a copy of “National Forum on Canada’s International 
Relations: Circumpolar Relations” (1998). 
 

22. Programme of Scientific and Technical Co-operation Between Canada and the USSR in the 
Arctic and the North 1987-1991.- 1993. 
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Volume 1. 

Box 7 
 

23. Programme of Scientific and Technical Co-operation Between Canada and the USSR in the 
Arctic and the North 1987-1991.- 1993. 
Volume 2. 
 

24. The Proposal for an Arctic Council: What Position Should the Government of the Northwest 
Territories Take? – 1992. 
Background document by John Hannigan. 
 

25. Protocol of Canadian Soviet Consultations on the Development of a Programme of Scientific 
and Technical Cooperation in the Arctic and the North. – [1989]. 
 

26. Reindeer Herding in the Soviet Union: A Developing Trade. – 1975. 
 

27. Royz’s Manuscript. – 1981.  
Note: numbers on the documents are those assigned by the donor or translator (see below, 
Series VI Books-Russian) 
A compilation of articles in Russian, including:  
Nationalities Issues of the North; Culture and Traditions of the Indigenous Communities of 
Yakitia and Kamchatka (2 copies); Social Design of cities and regions; Problems of Managing the 
Adaptation Process for Immigrants from East European Countries; Organizational Structure (2 
copies); Introduction ( Appears to be an historic essay about Cossack exploration of Yakutia); 
Leisure time of the people of the North; Ventilation Map by the Potash Corporation of 
Saskatchewan.  

 
28. Russian-Canada: Our Northern Priorities. – 2007.  

 
29. Russian Federation Law on the Foundations of the Legal Status of the Indigenous Peoples of 

Russia. – 1995. – textual records, disc. 
In Russian. 

 
30. Russian Indigenous Training Centre. – nd, 2002. 

Includes photocopies of “Strengthening Indigenous Peoples’ NGOs;” Institution-building for 
Northern Russian Indigenous Peoples Project. 

 
31. The Saami in Norway: An Analysis of the Current Minority Situation in Historical Perspective. – 

1978. 
 

32. Second Meeting of Representatives From the Eight Arctic Countries…On the Canadian 
Proposal to Create an Arctic Council. – 1993.  
See also below, “To Establish an International Arctic Council.” 

 
33. The Shipping Crisis in the Soviet Eastern Arctic at the Close of the 1983 Navigation Season.  

By William Barr and Edward Wilson. 
 

34. Siberia 1971. 
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See also below, Series V Books for copy in French. 
 

35. Slipchenko Lectures. – 1977. 
Given at Carleton University.  Includes “Settlement in the Soviet North” and “The Soviet North.” 
See also above, “Lecture on the Soviet North.” 

 
36. Soviets Embarking on Major School Reform with Emphasis on Vocational Training. – nd. 

By Peter J. Hyde. 
 

Box 8 
 

37. Summary Report of Selected Activities in Canada-Russia Arctic Cooperation, April 1 2000-
March 31, 2003. – [2003]. 

 
38. Talking Points - The Hon. Ronald A. Irwin. – 1994. 

Opening remarks for the conference, ‘A Northern Foreign Policy for Canada.’ 
 

39. To Establish an International Arctic Council: A Framework Report. – 1991. 
See also above: “Second Meeting of Representatives…” 

 
40. Transcript of the Arctic Council Inauguration. – 1996. 

 
41. The Urbanization of Northern Soviet Minorities – Some Observations. – 1978. 

By Gregory Sucharczuk. 
 

42. Yeltsin Democracy Fellowships. - 19 June 1992. 
Announcement establishing the fellowships.  

 
.2 Bound 
 
Note: these are organized roughly into thematic or subject areas, but many reports cross over between 
countries, organizations and topics.  Where possible, “see also” notes have been added. Researchers are 
advised to browse throughout the list, and within the Reports - Unbound and Books series. 
 
ALASKA - US 
 

1. Alaska Blue Book. – 1987. 
 

2. Alaska native Claims Settlement Act of 1971 and amendments. – 1980. 
 

3. Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act: The First Twenty Years. – 1992. 
 

4. Alaska Native Self-Government. – 1979. 
By Gerald McBeath.  See also below, for other materials relating to legal rights and status of 
Indigenous populations. 

 
5. The Changing Role of the United States in the Circumpolar North. – 1992. 

Proceedings of a conference on US Arctic policy. 
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6. The Co-ordination of US Federal Activities Under the US Arctic Research and Policy Act. -1993. 

 
7. Entering the Age of the Arctic: Opportunities and Obligations of an Arctic Nation. – 1988. 

 
8. United States Arctic Research Plan. – 1987. 

 
ARCTIC INSTITUTE OF NORTH AMERICA 
 

1. Eskimo Administration: I. Alaska. – 1962. 
2. Eskimo Administration: II. Canada. – 1964. 
3. Eskimo Administration: III. Labrador. – 1965. 
4. Eskimo Administration: IV. Greenland. – 1967. 
5. Eskimo Administration: V. Analysis and Reflection. – 1968. 
All reports by Diamond Jenness. 

 
CANADA 
 

1. Canada and the Circumpolar World: Meeting the Challenges of Cooperation into the Twenty-
first Century. – 1997. 
 

2. Canada in the Circumpolar World: Demonstrating International Leadership through Promoting 
Regional Self-Reliance. – 1988. 
 

3. Canada’s Arctic Cooperation with the Soviet Union and Russia, 1965-2000. – 2010. 
By Walter Slipchenko and John Hannigan. 

 

Box 9 
 
 

4. Canada’s Arctic Cooperation with the Soviet Union and Russia, Attachments 1-42. – 2010. 
 

5. Canada’s Arctic Cooperation with the Soviet Union and Russia, Attachments 43-73. – 2010. 
 
6. Canada’s International Relations.  – 1986. 

 
7. Circumpolar Trade: The Canadian Agenda. – 1993. 

 
8. Community Planning and Development – Northwest Territories. – 1980. 

 
9. Community Water and Sanitation Services – Northwest Territories. – 1981. 

 
10. Competitiveness and Security: Directions for Canada’s International Relations. – 1985. 

 
11. Complexity and Sustainable Development in the Circumpolar North: Positioning Canada in the 

Arctic Council. – 1998. 
Thesis by Randy Cleveland, UBC [BA, USask]. 
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12. Independence and Internationalism. – 1986. 
 

13. Northern Development: Northern Security. – 1983. 
By Nils Ørvik. Part of the Northern Studies Series by Queen’s University. 

 
14. The Northern Dimension of Canada’s Foreign Policy. 

 
15. Russian Archival Documents on Canada. – 1999. 

Compiled by George Bolotenko. 
 
CANADA-RUSSIA COMPARATIVE STUDIES 
 

1. The Canadian and Russian Northlands: Critical Contrasts. – 1972. 
By James Gibson, York University. 

 
See also above, box 6: Health and Fitness: A Comparative Study of Canadian Inuit 

 
CIRCUMPOLAR AND ARCTIC (GENERAL) 
 

1. Arctic Leaders’ Summit II. 
Includes an English-Russian Arctic Dictionary.  Material in English and Russian. 

 
2. Arctic Policy: Papers Presented at the Arctic Policy Conference. – 1987. 

 

Box 10 
 

3. Consequences of Economic Change in Circumpolar Regions. – 1978. 
 
4. Cooperation in a Changing World. – 1990. 

 
5. Proceedings of the Circumpolar Conference on Literacy. – 1990. 

 
6. Visit of Mr. JP Hansen, Minister for Ecclesiastical and Greenlandic Affairs. – 1980. 

 
ENVIRONMENT (GENERAL) 
 

1. The Future Legal Regime of the Oceans. – 1975. 
Address by Ambassador J. Alan Beesley to the Saclant Sealink Symposium. 
 

2. The Joint Norwegian/Russian Expedition to the Dump Sites for Radioactive Waste in the 
Abrosimov Fjord and the Stepovogo Fjord. – 1994. 
 

3. Report on Environmental Engineering in Greenland and Northern Scandinavia. – 1973. 
By GW Heinke, University of Toronto Department of Civil Engineering. 

 
4. Untitled [Arctic Ocean – Environmental Protection. 
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5. The USSR Northern and Far Eastern Coasts: Petroleum Geology and Technology, Mining 
Activities, and Environmental Factors. – [ca. 1981]. 
Working draft.  By AA Meyerhoff. 

 
GREENLAND 
 

1. Greenland Since 1979: An Annotated, Cross-Referenced Bibliography. – 1989. 
Edited by France Benoit.  Inscribed to Slipchenko. 
 

2. Home Rule for Greenland. – 1979. 
Draft; by Ole Olesen. 
 

3. Society and Crime in Greenlandic Urban Areas.  
Final draft; by Verner Goldschmidt and Guldborg Chemnitz. 

 

Box 11 
 
 
INUIT CIRCUMPOLAR CONFERENCE 
 

1. Canadian Humanitarian Assistance to Chukotka and Northern Kamchatka. – 1999. 
 

2. Indigenous Peoples and International Development: Case Study Profiles. – 2001. 
 

3. Institution Building for Northern Russian Indigenous Peoples’ Project – Project 
Implementation Strategy. – 2001. 
 

4. Inupiat Under Four Flags: Planning the first Inuit Circumpolar Conference. – 1976. 
 

5. Principles and elements for a Comprehensive Arctic Policy. – 1992. 
 

6. Working Paper on Principles and Values for Consideration in a Draft Arctic Policy. – 1983. 
 
LEGAL RIGHTS 
 

1. Legal Rights of the Sami in Finland during the period of Swedish Rule: A Survey of the Past, 
Thoughts on the Future. – 1993. 
 

2. Legal Status of Indigenous Peoples of Circumpolar States. – 1997. 
 
PROBLEMS OF THE NORTH 
 

Published by the Academy of Sciences USSR (Problemy Severa); these were published in English 
translation by the NRC. 
 
Nos. 1-10. – 1958-1966. 

Box 12 
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 Nos. 11-19. – 1967-1974. 
 

Box 13 
 
 No. 20 – Transportation. – Draft. – 1987. 
 
 No. 21 – Regional-Industrial Complexes of the North. – [Draft]. 
 
THE SOVIET NORTH 
 

1. Bibliography on Education in the Soviet North. – 1971. 
Compiled by Slipchenko and E. Mensah. 
 

2. Business Opportunities in the Soviet North. – 1991. 
 

3. The Concept of Native Self-Government in the Soviet North. – 1979. 
By O. Igho Natufe. 
 

4. Development of the Russian North. – 1992. 
 

5. Economic and Cultural Atlas. – 1971. 
Translated by Igho Natufe. 
 

6. Inter-Ethnic Conflict in the USSR, 1990-91: An International Crisis in Waiting. – 1991. 
By JL Black. 

 
7. Main Tendencies in the Development of Minor Ethnic Groups in the Northern USSR. – nd. 

 Annotated.  By Max Royz. 
 

8. Statistics on the Economic and Cultural Development of the Northern Aboriginal People of the 
USSR (1980-1989). – 1991. 

 
9. Summary Report on the Humanitarian Assistance Project in Northern Russia – Phase I. – 1999. 

 
10. Report on Canadian Assistance to the Aboriginal Peoples of the Russian North. – 1994. 

By Mary Simon and Slipchenko. 
 

11. Résumé de l’Aménagement du Nord Soviétique d’après des extraits de la presse Soviétique 
1974-1975. – 1978. 

 
12. The Use of Shift Work Camps: A Relatively new Concept in the Soviet North. – 1979. 

Paper presented by Slipchenko at the “Commuting and Northern Development” Conference, 
INS, University of Saskatchewan. 

 

Box 14 
 
THE SOVIET NORTH – SPECIFIC REGIONS 
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1. Report on the Inuvialuit Regional Corporation’s Visit to the Chukotka Autonomous (Okrug) 
District, Russian Federation. – 1993. 
By Slipchenko. 

 
2. Republic of Sakha. – 1995. 

 
3. Russian Regional Directories: Sakha (Yakut) Republic. – 1995. 

 
 

V. Books [in English]. – 1930-2008.  
 
Note: these have been organized roughly into thematic or subject areas, but many books cross over 
between countries, organizations and topics.  Where possible, “see also” notes have been added. 
Researchers are advised to browse throughout this list, and above, within the Reports - Unbound and 
Books series. 
 
Material predominantly in English; with some English/Russian; French. 
 
BUILDING 
 

1. Bare Poles: Building Design for High Latitudes. – 1996. 
 

2. Cold Climate Utilities Manual. 
 

3. Community Development Plan, Votcha, Komi Republic. 
 
CIRCUMPOLAR NORTH / ARCTIC CIRCLE  
 

1. The Anti-Soviet Soviet Union. – 1986. 
 

2. The Arctic: Canada and the Nordic Countries. – 1991. 
 

3. The Arctic Challenge: Nordic and Canadian Approaches to Security and Cooperation in an 
Emerging International Region. – 1988. 

 
4. The Arctic Circle: Aspects of the North from the Circumpolar Nations. – 1976. 

 
5. Bering Bridge: The Soviet-American Expedition from Siberia to Alaska. – 1989. 

 
6. Canadian-Soviet Relations, 1939-1980. – 1981. 

 
7. The Circumpolar North. – 1978. 

Inscribed. 
 

8. Education in the North: The First International Conference on Cross-Cultural Education in the 
Circumpolar Nations. – 1972. 

 
9. Management, Technology and Human Resource Policy in the Arctic (The North). – 1996. 
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10. Norrbotten – Land of the Arctic Circle. – 1960. 

 

Box 15 
 

11. Sovereignty or Security? Government Policy in the Canadian North, 1936-1950. – 1988. 
Inscribed. 
 

12. Soviets in the Arctic. – 1938. 
 

13. Unveiling the Arctic. – 1984. 
 
GEOGRAPHY 
 

1. Geography of the Northlands. – 1955. 
 

2. Geography of the USSR. – 1977. 
 
GREENLAND 
 

1. Canada’s Eastern Neighbour: A view on change in Greenland. – 1976. 
 

2. Greenland, Its Nature, Inhabitants and History. – 1930. 
 

3. Kalaaleq: Greenland Today. – [ca. 1982]. 
Inscribed. 
 

4. The Spatial Organization of the Marine Hunting Culture in the Upernavik District, Greenland. – 
1986. 

 
HEALTH / MEDICINE 

 
1. The Health Consequences of ‘Modernization’ : Evidence from Circumpolar Peoples. – 1996. 

 
2. Observations on the Soviet / Canadian Transpolar Ski Trek. – 1992. 

Inscribed. 
 
HISTORY 
 

1. The Fate of Admiral Kolchak. – 1963. 
 

2. History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. – 1960. 
 

3. Imperialism – Enemy of the People, Enemy of Peace. – 1963. 
Selected material from NS Khrushchov. 

 
INUIT 
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1. Ethnic Origins of the Peoples of Northeastern Asia. – 1963. 
 

2. Inuit: One Future – One Arctic. – 1996. 
By Mary Simon. 

 

Box 16 
 

3. Oil and Amulets: Inuit – a People United at the Top of the World. – [ca. 1983]. 
With note. 
 

4. The Small Indigenous Nations of Northern Russia: A Guide for Researchers. – 1999. 
 
MARITIME / OCEANS 
 

1. A Legal Perspective on Soviet Economic and Strategic Interests in the Maritime Arctic. – 1988. 
Thesis – Camil Simard, Carleton University. 
 

2. The 1994 Arctic Ocean Section: The First Major Scientific Crossing of the Arctic Ocean. – 1996. 
Inscribed. 
 

3. Proceedings from the Northern Sea Route Expert Meeting. – 1992. 
 

4. The Soviet Maritime Arctic. – 1991. 
Inscribed. 

 
RESOURCES 
 

1. Arctic Energy Resources. – 1983. 
 

2. Conservation in the Soviet Union. – 1972. 
 

3. The Muskox in the Tundra of Russia. – 2002. 
Inscribed. 
 

4. Renewable Resources and the Economy of the North. – 1981. 
 

5. Resources and Dynamics of the Boreal Zone. – 1983. 
 

6. Soviet Oil: The Move Offshore. – 1988. 
With notes. 

 
SIBERIA 
 

1. Awakening Siberia. – 2008. 
 

2. Gateway to Siberian Resources (The BAM). – 1977. 
 

3. Siberia: Land of Great Prospects.  
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4. Sibérie 1971. 

In French. 
 

5. Siberian Division of the USSE Academy of Sciences. – 1982. 
In English and Russian. 

 

Box 17 
 
 

VI. Books – [in Russian]. – 1966-2000.  

Translation of author, title, publisher, together with additional notes, were provided by Oleg Shakov.  
Numbers were added to all of the works [by the translator or donor].  The books have been left in 
numeric order.  In some cases, where material has been moved to another series, this is noted below. 

 
1-5: Okladnikov A.P. (ed.). - Istoriya Sibiri: S drevnejshikh vremen do nashikh dnej = History of Siberia: 
from Ancient Times to Modern Days. – Nauka, 1968. 

5 volume edition focusing on the history of Siberia from ancient times to the present: 
V.1: Ancient Siberia; 
V.2 Siberia as part of Feudal Russia; 
V.3 Siberia during the Stage of Capitalism 
V.4: Siberia during the Stage of Socialism; 
V.5: Siberia at the Conclusion of the Building of Socialism and in Transition to 

Communism 
 
6: Kryuchkov V.V. - Sever na Grani Tysiacheletij  = North On the Brink of Millenia. – Mysl, 1987. 

Soviet vision of the socio-economic development of the North for the period of 1986-2000. 
 
7: Arutyunov S. - U Beregov Ledovitogo Okeana = On the Shores of the Arctic Ocean. – Russkij lazyk, 
1984. 

A publication focusing on the lives of Indigenous peoples inhabiting the shores of the Arctic 
Ocean. General in nature and aimed at people studying the Russian language. 

 
8: Webster D. - Eskimosy Kanady - o sebe = The Inuit of Canada about themselves. – Russkij lazyk, 
1988. 

A translation of stories by a Canadian author into three languages: Russian, Yupik and Chukchi. 
 
9: Bartenev I., Fiodorov B. - Arkhitekturnye pamiatniki russkogo Severa = Architectural Monuments of 
the Russian North. – Iskusstvo, 1966. 

Russia’s northern architectural monuments. 
 
10: Aganbegian A. G. - BAM: pervoie desiatiletie = BAM: the First Decade. – Nauka, 1981.  

A Soviet look at the first decade of constructing the Baikal-Amur Railway and the economic 
opportunities in raw materials and minerals it will open up. 

 
11: Nikolaiev M.E. - Nov iakutskogo sela = The Modern Face of the Yakutian Village. – Yakutskoe 
Knizhnoe Izdatelstvo, 1988.  
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A photo book featuring rural Yakutia with an introduction by M.E. Nikolaiev. 
 
12: Timofeeva E.A. et al. (ed.) - Narodnoie Khoziajstvo SSSR v 1980 = Economy of the USSR in 1980. –
Finansy I statistika, 1981. 

Compilation of statistics for the USSR’s economic and social development; contains comparisons 
with data for 1940, 1965, 1970, and 1975. 

 
13: Shparo D., Shumilov A. - K poliusu! = To the Pole! – Molodaia Gvardia, 1987. 

Essays and photographs about some historic expeditions to the North Pole. 
 
14: Odulok T. et al. - Zhizn Imteurgina-strshego na Krajnem Severe = The life of Imteurgin the Elder in 
the Far North. - Yakutskoe Knizhnoe Izdatelstvo, 1987. 

Stories by Indigenous writers of Yakutia: Odulok, Tarabukin, and Kimonko. 
 
15: Murzaev E.M. - Ocherki toponimiki = Essays on Toponymy. – Mysl, 1974. 

Essays on the origins of some geographic names in Russia, including Northern Russia, and other 
countries. 

 
16: Agranat G.A. - Itogi Nauki I Tekhniki: Teoreticheskie I obschie voprosy geografii. Tom 10 
Vozmozhnosti is realnosti osvoenia Severa: globalnye uroki = Results of Science and Technology: 
Theoretical and General Issues of Geography; v.10 Possibilities and Realities of Northern 
Development: Global lessons Learned. – Moskva, 1992. 

Modern trends of conducting research and undertaking development in the Russian North with 
comparisons to relevant foreign experience. 

 
17: Sulbe Bagdaryn. - Toponimika Yakutii = Toponymy of Yakutia. -Yakutskoe Knizhnoe Izdatelstvo, 
1985.  

Ethnographic research into the origins of place names of Yakutia that are based on original field 
studies, folklore stories, cartography and archives. 

 
18: Popkov Yu. - Protzess internatzionalizatzii u narodnostej Severa = The Process of Internationalizing 
Among the Indigenous Peoples of the North. – Nauka, 1990. 

Monograph focusing on the process of internationalization of community life among the 
Indigenous peoples of the North and its impact on forming the local identity. 
 

19: Korobova E.S. (ed.). - Narodov malykh ne byvaet = There are no Small-numbered Peoples. - 
Molodaia Gvardia, 1991. 

Essays by prominent Northern Aboriginal leaders on such topics as national identity, language, 
culture, and the preservation of traditional culture and way of life.  See also below, 59. 

 
20: Pervyi Vsemirnyj = First World Festival. - Severnye prostory, 1993.  

Compilation of speeches and addresses delivered at the First World Reindeer Peoples’ Festival in 
Tromso, Norway in 1993.  Includes some material in English. 

 
21:  Boiko V.I., Popkov Yu. V.- Razvitie otnoshenia k trudu u narodnostej Severa pri sotzializme = The 
Evolution of an Attitude Toward Work Among Northern Indigenous Peoples Under Socialism.  –Nauka, 
1987. 
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A monograph focusing on the trends governing a transition of the Indigenous peoples of the 
North from the more traditional patriarchal society to socialism and the resulting attitudes 
toward labor. 

 
22: Sokolova Z. - Na prostorakh Sibiri = In the Expanses of Siberia. - Russkij iazyk, 1981.  

The Indigenous peoples of Siberia and the Far East.  Part of a series, Stories about the Peoples of 
the USSR. The publication focuses on the origins of these peoples, their way of life, culture, 
customs, etc. 

 
23: see III. Russian language pamphlets folder 1. 
 
 

Box 18 
 
24: Udalova I.V., Grazhdannikov E.D. - Izmerenie sotzialnoj mobilnosti = Measuring Social Mobility: the 
Case of Indigenous Peoples of Siberia. – Nauka, 1988. 

A monograph focusing on sociological research of intra-generational mobility of the Indigenous 
peoples of Tuva, Nanai and Nivkh. 

 
25: Boiko V.I. (ed.) - Kontzeptzia sotzialnogo I ekonomicheskogo razvitia narodnostej Severa na period 
do 2010 g. = Concept of Social and Economic Development of the Indigenous Peoples of the North 
until the year 2010. – Poligraph, 1989. 
 
26: Azbelev S.N., Meschersky N.A. - Folklor Russkogo Ustija = The Folklore of Russkoie Ustie. – Nauka, 
1986.  

Ethnographic research in the area of Russkoie Ustie, a community situated in the Russian Arctic 
where the river Indigirka flows into the Arctic Ocean. 

 
27: see III. Russian Language pamphlets folder 2. 
 
28: see I.6 Photograph Albums 
 
29-30: see II. Maps  
 
31: Butusov Kh.A. et al. - Vash dom = Your House. – Rosselkhozizdat, 1981. 

A catalogue of single house designs for rural construction in Eastern Siberia. 
 
32: Tishkov V.A. - Korennoie naselenie Severnoj Ameriki v sovremennom mire = Indigenous peoples of 
North America in the modern world. – Nauka, 1990. 

A monograph that analyses modern socioeconomic conditions of the lives of the Indigenous 
peoples of USA and Canada. 

 
33-34: see II. Maps  
 
35: see III. Russian Language pamphlets folder 2 
 
36: see IV.1 – Reports - Unbound - Royz’s Manuscript. 
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37: see IV.1 – Reports – Unbound - Russian Federation Law  
 
38: see III. Russian Language pamphlets folder 2 
 
39-40: see III. Pamphlets file 15 
 
41-48: see III. Pamphlets file 1 
 
49-50: see II. Maps  
 
51: see III. Russian language pamphlets, folder 2 
 
52: Naveki vmeste = Together for centuries. – Yakutsk, 1982. 

A compilation of essays and articles dedicated to the 60th anniversary of the establishment of 
USSR and Yakutskaia ASSR. 
 

53: Photos by Yu. And A. Muravin; text by V. Komarov. - Bereg dvukh okeanov: Magadanskaia oblast = 
A shore of two oceans: Magadan region. – Magadan, 1987. 

A photo book.  
 

54: see III. Russian language pamphlets folder 1 
 
55: A.I.Arikajnen and K.N. Chubakov. - Azbuka ledovogo plavania = The ABC of ice navigation. –
Transport, 1987. 

A book addressing the peculiarities of navigating in icy waters 
 
56: (2 copies) - Yeremei Aipin-Obrechennye na gibel = Doomed to death. -Slovo narodov  Severa, 1994. 

A compilation of essays addressing ethnic, economic, political and social issues of the Indigenous 
peoples of the Russian North. 

 
57: I.A. Potapov. - Khudozhniki Yakutii = Artists of Yakutia. - Khudozhnik RSFSR. 1983.  

A book featuring the history of art in Soviet Yakutia. 
 
58: Yeremei Aipin. - Khanty ili Zvezda utrennej zari = Khanty or the Star of the Dawn. - Molodaia 
gvardia, 1990.  

An epic novel about the past, present and future of the Khanty people. 
 
59: E.S. Korobova. - Narodov malykh ne byvaiet = There is no such as the small-numbered people. -
Molodaia gvardia, 1991. 

A compilation of stories about Northern Indigenous peoples. See also above, 19. 
 
60-62:  see III. Russian language pamphlets folder 1  
 
63: A.A. Petrov. - Lexica dukhovnoj kultury Evenov = Lexicon of the Spiritual Culture of the Eveny 
people. - Gertzen RGPU, 1991. 

Manual on the lexicology of the Eveny language. 
  

64: V.I. Boiko. - Nivkhi Sakhalina = Nivkhs of the Sakhalin Island. – Nauka, 1988. 
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A monograph focusing on the economic, social and cultural development of the Nivkh people, 
one of the Indigenous peoples of the Sakhalin Island. 

 
65: V. Osadchyi ed. - Yakutsk = Yakutsk. - Taiga-centre, 1993.  

A photo book.  
 
66: see III - Russian language pamphlets folder 1. 
 
67: R. Suliandziga ed. - Korennye malochislennye narody Severa, Sibiri I Dalnego Vostoka Rossijskoj 
Federatzii : obzor tekuschej situatzii = Indigenous Peoples of the North, Siberia and Far East of the 
Russian Federation: A Review of the Current Situation. – Rossia, 2003.  

An inventory of the Indigenous peoples comprising the Russian Association of the Indigenous 
Peoples of the North, Siberia and Far East focusing on their current social, cultural and economic 
situation. Published with funding from Canada under INRIPP-2. 

 
68: n/a = Protocol of a Meeting of the Coordination Group on Arctic and Northern Scientific and 
Technological Cooperation between USSR and Canada (in Russian). - 1987. 
 
69:  see IV.1 - Reports unbound. 
 
70: see III. Periodicals file 1. 
 
71-75: see III. Periodicals file 15.  
 
76: V.I. Boiko. - Sotzialno-ekonomicheskoie razvitie narodnostei Severa = Social and Economic 
Development of the Indigenous Peoples of the North. Nauka, 1988.  

A monograph that summarizes the methodological and organizational support for a coordinated 
Academy of Sciences research programme focusing on Northern Indigenous peoples. 

 
77: see III. Russian language pamphlets folder 1 
 
 
78: Tzibulsky. Yakutskij bogatyr = A War Hero of Yakutsk. - Molodaia gvardia, 1985. 

A compilation of essays, interviews and stories about young Soviet workers and their mentors. 
 
79: D.M. Lekanov et al. - Zemlia moia Komi = Komi - My Native Land. - Syktyvkar Komi, 1987.  

A compilation of articles about Komi’s 70-year Soviet history.  
 
80: Severnye prostory = Vast Northern Lands. - 2000 no.4.  
 
81: Yu. Samar. - Sotzialnoe razvitie malochislennykh narodov Dalnego Vostoka: Opyt sotzialno-
filosofskogo analiza = Social development of the indigenous peoples of the Russian Far East: 
Experience of the social-philosophical analysis. – Soyuz, 1996.  

A monograph focusing on the research in the area of social development of the Indigenous 
peoples of the Russian Far East.  

 
82: M. E. Nikolaiev. - Arktika: bol I nadezhda Rossii = Arctica: the pain and the hope of Russia. - XX vek, 
1994.  
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A compilation of articles and speeches by M. Nikolaiev, Yakutia’s former president. 
 
83-84:  see III. Russian Language pamphlets, folder 1 
 
85: see III. Periodicals file 1.  
 
86: M. Roiz. - Poliarnik = Polar Explorer. – Novosti, 1995. 

A compilation of essays and stories about the Russian North. 
 

Box 19 
 
87: Y. Aipin. - Poslednee prishestvie = The Last Avent. – Priboi, 1998. 

A compilation of stories written by Northern Indigenous writers of Russia. 
 
88: T. Chuchelina. - Skazki Yugry = Yugra’s Telltales. - Nash sovremennik, 1995. 

A compilation of Khanty people’s folk stories and tales. 
 
89: Yu. A. Se med. - Voprosy leksiki I sintaksisa iazykov narodov krajnego Severa SSSR = Issues related 
to the lexicon and syntaxes of the languages of the Northern indigenous peoples of USSR. – Leningrad, 
1988.  
 
90: E.P. Otke. - Pisateli Chukotki: bibliographicheskij spravochnik = Writers of Chukotka: a 
Bibliographical Guide. – Anadyr, 1993. 
 
91: G.M. Vasilevich. - Evenki = Evenki. – Nauka, 1969. 

A monograph focusing on customs, traditions and traditional economy of the most populous 
and most dispersed Indigenous people of the Russian North – the Evenki people. 

 
92: I.S Gurvich ed. - Preobrazovania v khoziaistve I culture I etnicheskie protzessy u narodov Severa = 
Restructuring of the economy and culture and ethnic processes among Northern peoples. – Nauka, 
1970.  

Focusing on the changing economies and traditions of the Indigenous peoples of the Russian 
North. 

 
93: V.I. Boiko ed. - Problemy sovremennogo sotzialnogo razvitia narodnostei Severa = Problems of 
modern social development of the Indigenous peoples of the North. – Nauka, 1987. 

-A compilation of articles focusing on the changing economies and social development of the 
Northern Indigenous peoples. 

 
94: N. Sukhanov et al. - Severny gorod – severny dom = Northern City – Northern Home. - Krasnoyarsk 
strojizdat, 1989. 

A monograph featuring best Soviet practices in modern city planning and construction in the 
North.  

 
95(b,c): Y. Aipin. - Kliatvoprestupnik = Oathbreaker. - Nash sovremennik, 1995. 

A collection of stories.  Two copies (of three) retained; both with inscriptions. 
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96: V.I. Boiko. - Sotzialnye problem truda u narodnostej Severa = Social Aspects of Employment Among 
the Indigenous Peoples of the North. – Nauka, 1986.  

Collection of scientific articles focusing on issues of labor resources, employment, vocational 
training and social and professional structures of the Northern Indigenous peoples of USSR 

 
97: V.A. Kriazhkov. - Status malochislennykh narodov Rossii: pravovye akty I dokumenty = Status of 
the Indigenous Peoples of the North: Legal Acts and Documents. -Yuridicheskaia literature, 1994. 

Compilation of legal acts from Northern Russia and foreign countries focusing on the legal status 
of their Indigenous peoples. 

 
98: N. Kaplin. - Severnye narody Rossii na puti v novoe tysiacheletie = Northern Indigenous peoples of 
Russia on the way to a new Millenium. - Viniti, 2000. 

Articles and essays to commemorate the 10th anniversary of the Russian Association of the 
Indigenous Peoples of the North (RAIPON). 

 

Box 20 
 
 
[Russian language books – unnumbered]. 
 
Arctic Bridge. – 1992. 
 Inscribed. 
 
Problems of the Physical Geography of the Urals. – 1966. 


